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I o troduetiota

INTRODUCTION

Qualitative risk assessment has its roots in the beginning of
human history. For example, people observed that human
exposure to particular plants, such as hemlock, led to adverse
health effects. In addition, they noted that some beneficial
materials, such as wine, had adverse effects when taken in
excess. As a result, they recognized both qualitatively and
quantitatively that some products of the environment posed
risks. In the main, the effects they noted were those that oc-
curred almost immediately, Long-term effects were difficult to
discern, especiaHy when life spans were short and other health
problems, particularly infectious diseases, were more prevalent.

Although the situation changed somewhat over the centuries, it
was not until the present century that humans learned how to
control infectious diseases. As a result, people have been living
longer and have experienced an increased incidence of chronic
health problems. Coincidentally, modern society has learned to
synthesize a large variety of chemicals and to extract and
manipulate naturally occurring chemicals. Some of the resulting
chemical exposures have contributed to an increase of chronic
diseases, especially cancer,

To protect the public from long-term adverse health effects
from chemical exposures, a large number of environmental and
occupational statutes have been enacted since 1970. Most of
these laws and associated rules require that the risk from chemi-
cals be assessed, whether the chemicals are in the workplace,
the ambient air, water, soil, or food supply. The results of the
risk assessments are used to set hmits on environmental or
workplace levels of these chemicals.

As a result of the regulatory needs for consistent rules, a num-
ber of risk assessment approaches were codified in policy years
ago. Unfortunately, they reflect the state of science as it was
decades ago and do not incorporate current understanding of



the different ways cheinicals cause toxicity. Thus, there is an
increasing gap between the scientist's best judgment about the
risk of chemicals and the official risk assessment numbers that
are most commonly released to the press and public by gov-
ernment agencies.

The purpose of this primer is to give the reporter an under-
standing of how risk assessment is currently practiced and
publicized. It is intended to enable the journalist to sort
through the numbers and scientific terminology to detect
whether they are getting the whole story and to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of a study. The ultimate goal is to
iinprove public understanding and decision-making regarding
environmental risks.

In this handbook, risk assessment refers to the process of
estimating the type and magnitude of risk to human health
posed by exposure to chemical substances. The handbook does
not cover chemical risks to wildlife or other types of risk.
Many of the principles of risk assessment described, however,
also apply to measuring other forms of risk,

This handbook distills the basics of risk assessment. It is

designed to give the reader an overview of the process, what it
can achieve, its limitations, and problems to watch for. It will
not make the reader an expert on risk assessment, but it should
provide an elementary knowledge of basic concepts and
enable reporters to approach risk stories with more confidence
and knowledge.

Vl Entroduclioe



HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK

This book is designed so that the reader can easily find infor-
mation on a particular topic. However, you are encouraged to
read through the entire book, because the concepts build one
upon another to some extent. It is also useful to leaf through the
book reading the sidebars on each page. These encapsulate the
information on each page, and you can then choose pages to
read in more detail. Figure 1, on page 14, provides a quick
overview of the major steps in the science of risk assessment.

There are several ways to use Reporting on Risk as a hand-
book. One is to turn to the Key Questions at the beginning of
each chapter. These are crucial points you can cover, either
when interviewing someone or when reading or hearing a
report on risk. Thc key questions will help you determine
how valid a study is.

If a term used by toxicologists or epidemiologists comes to
your attention, use the Glossary for a quick definition of the
term, and to find the text pages where the term is discussed
more completely. An Index includes additional terms, and
lists text pages where these are discussed.

In the text, words defined in the Glossary are introduced in
italics. When a technical word is introduced in the text, but not.
described thoroughly until a later page, the word is either
defined at the bottom of that page or cross-referenced.

If you would like more information, turn to Appendix 2, Infor-
mation Resources and Contacts, for 800 numbers of a variety
of organizations that can help you. The Recommended Reading
list will lead you to publications that delve into particular areas
of interest.

Appendix 1, Concentration Analogies, will help you visualize
terms like parts per million.

How to Vse Rais Handbook Vii
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Understanding how risk assessments are done is key to
understanding their results, interpreting them for your
audience, and detecting bogus, overblown, minimized,
or unsubstantiated claims.





What is Risk Assessment?

Risk assessment is a scientific process of
evaluating the adverse effects caused by
a substance, activity, lifestyle, or natural
phenomenon.

In this handbook, risk assessment refers
to the process of estimating the type and
magnitude of risk to human health posed
by exposure to chemical substances.

Assessments of environmental human
health risks combine information on the
amount of a substance humans are ex-
posed to and the toxicity of that sub-
stance in order to state what is likely to
happen.

Risk assessment is characterized by
uncertainty. Although scientists have
learned much about environmental
contaminants, limited data and knowl-
edge still require researchers to make
assumptions throughout the risk assess-
ment process.

The results of a risk assessment should

report what assumptions were made
as well as the type of harm and its
magnitude.

The uncertainty inherent in risk assess-
ment means that risk assessors cannot
precisely describe the risk. Rather, they
should state the range of probabilities
which they found.

Ideally, risk
assessments are

science-based

estimates of the
human health risk

faced by a population
exposed to a particu-
lar substance. The
risk should be stated

as a range of proba-
bilities.

Example of risk stated as a range of probabilities: "Our best esti-
mate of the risk of cancer from chemical X is one additional case in
10,000 people, but the risk could be as high as one additional case in
1,000 people, or as low as no additional cases."

Risk Assess eettt 8asics 3



Risk assessments

combine information
on the level of
exposure to a

substance and its

toxicity to
characterize what
is likely to happen
to humans who

may be exposed.

The Steps in Risk Assessment

A risk assessment consists of four steps.

0 Problem Identification. What sub-
stances should be tested? Every
natural or manmade substance cannot
be tested at once, due to limited
resources. Scientists and regulatory
agencies must identify for study those
substances that apparently cause
health problems in humans.

0 Exposure Assessment. How much of
a substance are people actually
exposed to? Once a suspect substance
is identified, scientists conduct studies
to estimate the amount of the sub-
stance a particular population is
exposed to.

0 Toxicity Assessment. How much of
the substance causes what kind of
harm to humans? Scientists also study
the type and degree of harm different
amounts of the substance cause in

humans.

0 Risk Cturracterization. What is the

risk posed by this substance in its
present  or predicted! use patterns?
In risk characterization, scientists
combine information from exposure
assessments and toxicity assessments
to estimate the type and magnitude of
risk faced by the exposed population.
The risk characterization should also
state areas of uncertainty in the
exposure and toxicity assessments that
may affect the outcome.

4 Risk AssessmenS Basics



The Steps ia Risk Assessmeat  cont.!

Problem Identification

The problem identification step evaluates
whether a substance may cause harm.

Scientific or public concerns about harm
from a particular substance often initiate
the problem identification process.
Direct evidence of harm to humans is

seldom available. Instead, evidence is

gathered by:

~ animal studies. If the substance causes
health problems in animals, it is as-
sumed that it may be harmful to hu-
mans. Animal studies are the most

common type of problem identification
study.

0 in vitro  test tube! studies. Experi-
ments on isolated cells or microorgan-
isms are used to explore how chemicals
may exert toxic effects.

0 comparison studies. The properties
of the substance in question are com-
pared with substances known to be
harmful.  In vitro and comparison
studies are less conclusive than animal
studies, but they can augment them.!

0 epidemiological studies. If available,
these provide the most reliable evi-
dence. However, their relevance to the
present population of concern  perhaps
a particularly sensitive one such as
children! must be judged.

Ideally, if a substance is found to be
possibly harmful to humans, it will be
further studied in exposure and toxicity
assessments.

Problem identi Ji ca-
tion is performed
to judge whether a
substance may
cause harm to

humans, usually
by lookbrg at the
effect of the
substance on

animals.

Risk Assessswesst Basics 5



Exposure assess-
ments estimate how

much of the sub-
stance people come
in contact with, how
often this happens,
andhow long it lasts.

The Steps in Risk Assessment  cont.!

Exposure Assessment

The exposure assessment step estimates
how much of a substance a population
inhales, ingests, or absorbs through the
skin,

Long-term exposures to chemicals in the
environment are usually assessed by
environmental exposure studies. These
estimate the amount of the substance in
the environment; then estimate how
much of it people take in.

Some of the factors an exposure assess-
ment must consider are:

0 how long people have been exposed.

2 whether the exposure was continuous
or intermittent.

5 how they were exposed � inhalation,
ingestion, or absorption through the
skin.

Again, many uncertainties may enter
into these measurements, given incom-
plete knowledge of:

0 how chemicals behave in the

environment.

l3 people's lifestyles and how these
affect exposure.

An exposure assessment should describe
the uncertainties present.

6 Risk Assessmes/ Busics



The Steps in Risk Assessment  cortt.!

Toxicity Assessment

The toxicity assessment step looks at how
much of a substance causes what kind of

harm to humans.

Toxicity to humans is not usually mea-
sured directly by intentionally exposing
people, for obvious ethical reasons.
Rather it is detertnined indirectly, usually
by extrapolation* of animal studies to
humans.

Toxicity assessments
estimate how much

of a substance does
what kind of harm.

The extrapolation process is one of the
areas in risk assessment where many
assumptions must be made. These may
include assumptions about:

0 the effects of size and biological
differences between animals and

humans.

a the effects of high doses fed the test
animals versus the low doses humans

usually encounter in their environment.

A toxicity assessment should describe the
assutnptions used and indicate the uncer-
tainties inherent in these assumptions.

In some cases, epidemiological studies
may also be used for toxicity assessment
 see Chapter 4!.

Risk Assessment Basics 7

*extrapolation: the process of estimating or inferring something by extending or
projecting known information, often by tnathematical equations.



A risk

characterization

combines

information on
exposure and
toxicity to estimate
the risk of a
particular substance
in a particular
situation.

The Steps in Risk Assessmeat  cont.!

Risk Char acterizalion

The risk characterization step combines
the information on toxicity and exposure
to describe what is likely to happen to
people.

Ideally, the risk assessor has access to
several toxicity and exposure studies.
The risk assessor analyzes the sum total
of information from these studies to
develop the best possible judgment of
risk.

Part of the risk assessor's job is to
review the assumptions and uncertain-
ties in the different studies and how they
may have affected the study findings.

In the end, the risk assessor provides an
estimate of risk, along with a description
of the uncertainties that cause his/her

report to be a "best guess," not an
irrefutable statement of fact.

The estimate of risk is usually referred
to as a "risk assessment." So the term

"risk assessment" refers to both the

entire process of estimating risk�
problem identification, exposure assess-
ment, toxicity assessment, and risk
characterization � and to the estimate
itself.

8 Riak hssessaaemt Basics



Uncertainty Unavoidable

Uncertainties are involved in all steps of
a risk assessment, particularly in the
toxicity assessment and the exposure
assessment.

I3 In the exposure assessment, uncertain-
ties arise because it is difficult to
measure the amount of a pollutant in
the environment over time, and how
much is taken in by individuals.

C3 In the toxicity assessment, uncertain-
ties arise when the findings are ex-
trapolated from animals to humans.

Combining these uncertainties in the risk
characterization step leads to a statement
of risk that is not necessarily a statement
of fact. However, it does indicate
whether a substance may be of concern.
The combined evidence of several
studies is required before a statement of
risk can be made with reasonable reli-

ability.

The uncertainties

inherent in risk

assessments imply
that a statement of
risk is not necessar-

ily a statement of
absolute fact.

Risk Assessnseat Basics 9



Resnjts of Risk Assessments

The uncertainty inherent in risk assess-
ment means that the risk assessors

cannot precisely describe the risk. But
they can and should describe the limits
of the risk � how low to how high it
could possibly be.

Scientists, regulators, and interest groups
may describe risk as a single estimate or
probability  e.g., 1 case in 10,000!,
rather than as a range of likely probabili-
ties.

Risk assessors

should describe risk

as a range�

from how low to
how high it could be.

Anyone stating a single probability may
have a variety of motivations:

D Scientists or other experts may state
the probability that appears most
likely.

l3 Officials charged to protect public
health may state the higher limit of
risk, or give the range in a stateinent
that emphasizes the higher limit: 'The
risk can be as high as [x], but may be
much lower."

0 Individuals, organizations, or others
with special interests may report
only the highest or only the lowest
limit, depending on the point they
wish to make.

10 RasR Assessmelss 8asics

Example of reporting risk as a range: In a report on asbestos, the
National Academy of Sciences stated that the risk of lung cancer in
non-smoking males from asbestos levels coinmonly found in air is 6
additional cases for every million men exposed. However, they also
indicated that the risk could be as low as zero or as high as 22
additional cases per million men exposed,



What Risk Assessment is Not

Sometimes a study is represented as a
risk assessment when it is not.

0 A report on the incidence of cancer to
rats from a certain substance is not a

risk assessment. It only defines the
toxicity to rats.

0 An extrapolation of this information
to the incidence of cancer in humans

at postulated levels of exposure is
a toxicity assessment, not a risk
assessment.

0 Risk assessment occurs only when
information from toxicity assessments
is combined with information from

exposure assessments  how much of
the substance people are actually
exposed to!.

Ideally, the risk assessment describes
what is likely to happen to a particular
population under real world conditions.

Risk assessments

are based on

estimates of both
exposure and
toxicity. Ideally,
they describe
whatis likely to
happen to a
particular popula-
tion under real

world conditions.

Risk Assessment Basics 11



Example of risk management: Scientists study the effects of
chemical X on rats and find that adverse effects do occur. They also
find that when the rats are given up to 10 grams of the chemical,
there are no adverse effects.

Risk managers then use this highest no-effect value � 10 grams � to
determine an acceptable level of chemical X in humans, This would
likely be done by dividing one or more safety factors into 10 grams.
If the safety factor were 100, this would yield 0.1 gram as the accept-
able level in humans.

Risk managers then use the acceptable level value to set standards.
For example, they may use the value to set the maximum amount of
chemical X that will be allowed in drinking water, so that no more
than 0.1 gram accumulates in human tissue. By establishing these
limits, risks from chemical X in drinking water will be reduced, if
not eliminated.

1Z Risk Assessment 8asies

Risk management
attempts to reduce
the risk that has

been discovered

through risk
assessment.

Risk Assessment

versus Risk Management

Risk assessment is distinct from risk

management.

Risk assessment is a scientific process of
investigating phenomena to estimate the
level of risk.

Risk management is an effort to reduce
the risk through education, regulation,
and clean-up.

Risk managers use the results of risk
assessments, plus economic, social, and
legal considerations to make regulatory
and policy decisions.

While economic, social, and legal
considerations have a legitimate place in
risk management, they have no place in
the scientific process of risk assessment.



Important Characteristics
of Risk Assessments

Although economic, social, and legal
factors should not figure in risk assess-
ment, risk assessment is not coinpletely
devoid of what might be termed policy
decisions.

The choices of models, data, assump-
tions, and methodology may be scientifi-
cally based; yet different scientists may
make different decisions.

These decisions are sometimes "logical"
in that they explore assumptions, data,
methodology, etc. previously unexplored.

Sometimes they are intuitive � based on
the scientist's best judgment.

Sometimes they are influenced by exter-
nal considerations,  e.g., the public's
great fear of cancer may influence
researchers to select worst-case models
of how cancers are formed!.

These decisions affect the outcome of the
risk assessment, although they are often
not described.

Reporters can get
a clearer vievv of
a risk assessment

by asking about the
choices the scientist

made � models, data,
assumptions, and
methodology.

Risk Assessmeat Basics 13





Before there can be a risk assessment, there must be ex-

posure assessment. Assessing how much of a substance
people are exposed to is often dificult and based partially
on assumptions. The reporter who knows what assump-
tions have been made can ascertain how much confidence

to place in an exposure estimate.
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~ Other components are toxicity assessment  Chapter 3! and problem identifica-
tion and risk characterization  Chapter I!.

4 Ideally, scientists would like to know the amount of chetnical that gets to the
site in the body where toxicity occurs. Since this is not possible in most cases,
the amount that the individual is in contact with is used as the measure of

exposure, Exposure can lead to either local effects  burrts, rashes, etc.! as a
result of direct contact, or to systemic  whole body! effects when it is absorbed
into the bloodstream.

Fxpasure Assessment Basics 17

Exposure Assessment Overview

Exposure assessment is a major compo-
nent of risk assessment,~

An exposure assessment evaluates how
much of a substance an individual or

population ingests, inhales, or contacts
through the skin over a period of time.

Exposure may be long-term or short-
term and occupational or environmental.
Exposure is most frequently assessed by
environmental exposure studies. These
studies:

o estimate how much of a substance

is/was present in the environment
and how much of it people actually
comdcame into contact with.

0 are usually conducted to assess long-
term exposures.f

Exposure can also be assessed by per-
sonal exposure studies. These studies
analyze bodily fluids or tissues to calcu-
late how much of a substance people are
exposed to.

An exposure
assessment evaluates

how much of a sub-
stance people come
into contact with,
how often, and for
how long a period.



Exposure Classifications

Exposures are usually classified as
either long-term or short-term and as
either occupational or environmental.

0 Occupational exposures are gener-
ally easier to measure, because they
occur in a confined space during
known lengths of time.

0 Environmental exposures involve
greater uncertainty. The individual
may be exposed to a chemical in a
variety of locations � home, traffic,
shopping � and for varying amounts
of time. The great mobility of people
in modern society adds to the com-
plexity of this determination.

Exposures are
classified as
long-tenn or
short-term and as

occupational
or environmental.

0 Long-term, environmental exposure: People in a community
drink water from wells contaminated by seepage from an industrial
disposal site.

0 Short-term environmental exposure:

a A child eats 10 aspirin in 5 minutes.

o People in several city blocks breathe fumes for a few hours
after a train tank car spills a hazardous substance.

18 Exposure Assessnaent Basics

Examples of exposures:

0 Long-term, occupational exposure: A factory worker inhales a
chemical eight hours a day, five days a week, over several years.

a Short-term, occupational exposure: A plant explosion creates
fumes that workers inhale for a few minutes.



Measuring Exposure

Exposure can be estimated in two ways.

0 Personal exposure studies measure
the amounts of a substance in the

body.

This method is usually appropriate
after a short-term exposure, when the
full amount of the substance taken in

may still be in the body.

a Environmental exposure studies
measure amounts of a substance in

the environment, determine the route
of exposure  inhalation, ingestion, or
skin contact!, and estimate how much
is in contact with the population.

This method is usually appropriate for
measuring long-term exposures to
substances that the human body
breaks down and excretes. However,
variability over time in the concentra-
tion of the substance in the environ-

ment may lead to uncertainty in this
type of study.

Exposures are
estimated in two

vays~irectly by
measuring body
fluids or tissues
or indirectly by
analyzing environ-
mental levels of
contaminants.

Exposure Assessnssas Basics 19

Examples of exposure studies:

0 Personal exposure study: If someone is suffering from the
symptoms associated with lead poisoning, the blood can be tested
to determine if lead is present and at what level.

0 Environmental exposure study: If an incinerator emits a chemi-
cal of concern, calculations can be performed to estimate the
amount inhaled by an individual at a particular distance and
direction from the incinerator.



Personal exposures
are usually measured
by analyzing bodily
fluids or issues.

Measuring Kxyosure  cont.!

Personal Exposure Studies

Personal exposure is usually measured
by analyzing bodily tissues or fluids.
Such measures may detect:

~ Presence of a substance.

a Recent exposure may be detected
through blood or urine tests.

a Past exposure may be detected
through analysis of tissues such
as fat and bone. For example,
some organic chemicals, which
are stored in fat, can be detected
this way.

0 Bodily changes that indicate a
substance is or was present,

a Some chemicals leave the body
quickly, but cause physiological
changes. For example, certain
pesticides change the level of an
enzyme in the blood. By measur-
ing the magnitude of change,
scientists can estimate how

much pesticide the person was
exposed to.

ZO Exposure Assessaserd Basics



Measuring Exposure  cont.!

Environmental Exposure Studies

When conducting environmental
exposure studies, scientists:

0 measure or estimate the amount of

the substance present in the environ-
ment air, soil, water, food;

0 then estimate how much of the

substance people are exposed to-
ingested, inhaled, or in skin contact
with � using available data, models,
and assumptions.

Both of the above steps include uncer-
tainties because of incomplete knowl-
edge about the properties of chemical
substances, their behavior in the envi-
ronment, how these substances and
humans interact, and the variability in
personal lifestyles.

In environmental

exposure studies,
scientists measure the

amount of substance
present, then estimate
how much of it people
are in contact with.

Exposnre Assessment Basics 21



Examples of measuring long-term exposures:

~ Substances in drinking water ran be measured, and if past mea-
surements are available, scientists will know the amount present
over time.

0 If measurements were not made previously, scientists must esti-
mate the amount that was presenL Commonly they deterinine the
source of the substance, and estiinate how much was emitted and
for how long. Then they use mathematical models to calculate
how much entered the medium  drinking water, air, soil, food!
that people were exposed to.

2 There may be many sources, For mercury in fish, there may be
both 1ocal and distant sources, such as different industries. Scien-

tists identify the sources and use mathematical models to calculate
transport and estimate the amount present in fish over time.

22 Fsposure Assessnseos Basics

It is most dig%cuIt to
assess exposures from
environmental

contaminants when

they are from
distant or multip/e
sources or are present
over a long time.

Measuring Exposure  cont.!

Environmental Exposure Studies  cont.!

AMOUNT OF sUBsTANcE IN ENVIRONMENT

Measuring the amount of a substance in
the environment is usually straightfor-
ward for short-term exposures. Estimat-
ing long-term past exposures is usually
more complex.

Long-term estimates are difficult when.

c3 all the sources are hard to identify.
2 the exact emissions of all sources over

time may not be known.

0 movement of the substance is difficult

to assess. For example, wind direction,
rainfall, or groundwater seepage may
be difficult to measure over time.

0 the sources vary over time. For ex-
amp]e, if the substance is in a food
item, the amount may vary according
to maturity, season, or other factors.



Measuring Exposure  cont.!

Environmental Exposure Studies  cont.!

MODELS

The mathematical models used to calcu-
late the movement of chemicals are
based on the properties of the chemical
in question. These properties include:

0 vapor pressure � how easily it
evapo rates.

� solubility � how easily it dissolves in
different mediums, such as water or
animal fat.

Exposure modeLs
are based on

chemical properties.

C3 adsorption � how strongly it attaches
to soil.

CI persistence � how rapidly it is broken
down in the environment.
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Exainples of chemical properties:
2 Benzene evaporates readily and breaks down quickly in the air.

However, it is soluble in water and does not adsorb to soil readily.
Thus, if it leaks or is poured onto the ground, it is likely to be
found in groundwater, where it may reach humaiis through the
water supply.

0 Toxaphene evaporates slowly, but once in the air it is very persis-
tent and is also persistent in animals. Thus, it can be deposited in
distant lakes and bioaccumulated through the aquatic food chain,
reaching people through the fish.

0 PCBs dissolve only slightly in water, but a inuch larger amount
will dissolve in the fat of living things. Thus, eating fish contain-
ing PCBs would expose someone to more PCBs than drinking the
water the fish came from.



Measuring Exposure  cont.!

Environmental Exposure Studies  cont.!
AMOUNT OF EXPOSURE

After the amount of the substance in the
environment is assessed, the route of
exposure must be determined � inhala-
tion, ingestion, or skin contact � and
the amount that people take in is then
estimated.

Scientists have to

characterize

people's behavior
to estimate exposure.

Incomplete knowledge of human
behavior requires that assumptions must
be made to estimate how much of the

chemical is taken in. Scientists must
make assumptions about such things as:

Cl how much water or a specific food do
people drink or eat each day.

0 whether people filter their water/how
they prepare their lood,

~ how much time people spend in-
doors/outdoors.

0 whether behaviors vary with age,
socio-economic class, or ethnic

group.
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Example of the effect of different behaviors: Subsistence fishers,
such as Native Americans of the Great Lakes region and some urban
poor, have a higher proportion of fish in their diet than sport fishers
or restaurant and fish market customers, As the decline of contami-
nants in fish continues, the level of safety for subsistence fishers
inay be achieved later than for other fish consumers.



Statements of Exposure

An exposure assessment is stated in
terms of ihe likelihood that people are
exposed to a given level of a substance
over a specified period of time.

Uncertainty will be intrinsic in the
assessment because of the assumptions
that were made. Thus the exposure
assessment should be reported as a
range of exposures.

In order to protect especially sensitive
groups, those responsible for protecting
health may base their decisions and
statements on the highest feasible expo-
sure in the range.

This highest exposure value may be
quite different from the value that scien-
tists believe to be the best estimate of
exposure to the hypothetical "average"
person.

The exposure
should be stated as

a range of possible
exposures.
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Example of an exposure assessment: Groundwater that is used for
drinking water is found to have nitrate at 10 ppm �0 mg/liter!.
A person drinking 2 liters of the water each day will have an expo-
sure of 20 mg/day from this source. Nitrates are also found in food,
and the average person consumes about 75 mg of nitrate each day
from this source. Thus, if drinking water and food are the only
sources of nitrate, the total exposure for this individual would be 95
mg/day. However, daily water consumption varies and the water
may come from a variety of sources. In addition, an individual may
eat foods that are higher or lower in nitrate than the average, Thus,
the total exposure is better described as a range from 50 mg/day to
250 mg/day.



Once an exposure
assessment estimates

the level of exposure,
scientists can apply
the results of
toxicity assessments
to estimate the degree
of harm to the
exposed popuEution.

Role of Kxposure Assessment
in Risk Assessment

In the end, an exposure assessment
provides information on how much of
a substance a population has been or
will be exposed to.

An exposure assessment enables the
results of toxicity assessments to be
applied to the real world. That is, once
the exposure assessment has estimated
the amount of a substance the popula-
tion of interest has actually been
exposed to, then the results of the
toxicity assessments can be used to
estimate the degree of harm to that
population.

This task is conducted by the risk
assessor. The risk assessor is most

often an individual trained in toxicol-

ogy, the study of toxic substances.
However, risk assessments may be
done by scientists with other skills or
by teams of scientists some expert in
environmental distribution and fate and
others in toxicology.
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Before there can be a risk assessment, there must be

toxicity assessments, Scientists use different procedures
to assess toxicity, depending on whether they are look-
ing for carcinogenic or non-carcinogenic effects.
Awareness of these procedures will help reporters ask
questions to clarify the significance and relevance of a
toxicity assessment.



Key Questioxe to Ask %bolt Taxicity Assessments

 numbers indicate pages where more Ajbrmatt'on Am be fame!
Toxlclty
How toxic is the substance to humans? 29

What are the effects, precisely? 29, 39
What type of studies wan conducted to reach these
conclusions? 31

Have there been other toxicity assessments of this substance? If
so, did they use different animals, methods, or models? What did
they find?

Rollte of Kxposllre
Were the test animals exposed to the substance by the same route
by which people are exposed? [ingesting, inhahng, absorbing
through skinj

If not, has this difference been accounted for?

Models/Safety Factors
What model. or safety factor was used to extrapolate the experi-
mental results to humans? 36, 40

Why was this model or safety factor chosen? 37, 41

Are other models or safety factors viewed as valid by some
scientists ar officials?

Other Effects

Is the toxicity of this substance altered by other substances people
are exposed to?

Is the substance harmful to animals, fish, or birds in the environinent?

Does this substance have other harmful effects? Does it have
beneficial effects? What are these effects?
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*Other components are exposure assessment  Chapter 2! and hazard identifica-
tion and risk characterization  Chapter l!.

t The term toxicity refers to the inherent potential of a substance to cause
systemic damage to living organisms. The term hazardous is very different.
It refers to the potential of a substance to �! cause any of several kinds of
harm, through toxicity, flammability, explosiveness, corrosiveness etc., arid
�! the ease with which people can come in contact with it. Hazardous is not
a synonym for toxic.
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Toxicity Assessment Overview
Toxicity assessment is a major compo-
nent of risk assessment.~

A toxicity assessment is a tool to
investigate the potential for a substance
to cause harm � and how much causes

what kind of harm.

All substances are toxic in quantity.
Many therapeutic medications are
acutely toxic, but beneficial when used
at the appropriate level. Vitamin D,
table salt, oxygen, and water are toxic
in quantity. Thus, the mere presence of
a substance does not automatically
imply harm. This is why toxicity
assessment is concerned with the type
and degree of harm caused by differing
amounts of a substance.

There is no one measure of toxicity.
Effects may occur in the short term
 acute effects! or after repeated expo-
sures over a long time  chronic effects!.
They may affect only one part of the
body or many, and they may vary
greatly in severity.f

A toxicity assess-
ment provides an
estimate of how
much of a substance
causes what kind

of harm.



Toxic Effects

Toxic effects are classified as either
acute or chronic.

~ Acute effects happen very rapidly
after a single exposure has occurred
 food poisoning, breathing fumes
from a chlorine spill!. Sweating,
nausea, paralysis, and death are
examples of acute effects.

a Chronic effects happen only after
repeated long-term exposure  ciga-
rette smoking, eating foods with low
levels of contaminants, breathing
polluted air!. Cancer, organ damage,
reproductive difficulties, and nervous
system impairment are examples of
chronic effects.

There are two types
of toxic effects�
acute and chronic.

These chronic effects fall into two
categories: carcinogenic effects and
non-carcinogenic effects.

Examples of non-carcinogenic chronic effects:

a Organ datnage: cirrhosis of the liver from long-term alcohol
consumption; emphysema from long-term tobacco smoking.

o Reproductive difficulty: decreased fertility from the pesticide
DBCP  dibromochloropropane!.
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a Nervous system impairment: mental retardation in people ex-
posed to high levels of lead during early childhood.



Assessing Toxicity

All quantitative toxicity assessments are
based on the dose-response concept: as
you increase the dose  exposure!, the
response  toxicity! also increases.

Scientists perform studies to determine
exactly how high a dose causes what
kind of a response, or effect. The smaller
the dose needed to cause an effect, the
more potent  toxic! the substance is.

For all coinpounds other than cancer-
causing agents  carcinogens!, it is as-
sumed that there is a dose below which

no effect occurs  a threshold!. This is
similar to a drug where too small of a
dose has no beneficial effect.

For carcinogens, it is often assumed that
even the smaHest dose can cause an
effect  no threshold!  see page 41!,

Although the dose-response concept is
used in all types of toxicity assessments,
it is used somewhat differently for each
of them.

Acute toxic effects are estimated by
LD�studies or observation of accidental
exposures  see pages 32-33!.

Chronic toxic effects are estimated by
dose-response studies on animals  pages
35-37!. Carcinogenic effects are esti-
mated by a type of dose-response study
called a carcinogenesis bioassay  pages
38-41!.

The dose-r esponse
concept is the basis
for all toxicity
assessments. It is

used differently to
evaluate acute effects
and chronic sects.
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Chronic toxk ity is
measured in two

waysdepending on
whether the concern

is cancer or other

chronic sects.

Assessing Chronic Toxicity
Chronic toxicity can be divided into two
categories:

0 cancer  carcinogenic toxicity!.

0 all other effects  non-carcinogenic
toxicity!.

Cancer is in a separate category because
public concern about it is so great.
People want to know if even one person
in a million persons who are exposed to
a substance will get cancer. To discover
this, researchers conduct a specific type
of dose-response study � a carcino-
genesis bioassay  see pages 38-41!.

Non-carcinogenic effects are usually
assessed with a different type of dose-
response study  see following pages!.
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Non-Carcinogenic Assessment

Introduction

Scientists assess non-carcinogenic
chronic toxicity by administering vary-
ing amounts of a substance  dose! to
laboratory animals and noting the effects
 responses!, if any, at each dose.
Essentially, the scientists look for the
smallest dose that causes any detectable
effect. This smallest dose is called the
Lowest Observable Egect Level  LOEL!. *

To conduct these dose-response studies,
scientists:

C3 Administer different small doses of a
substance to several groups of test
animals every day over a lifetime.

0 Periodically examine and finally
autopsy the animals to determine if
any effects have occurred. The effects
may be:

a damage to an organ,

a behavioral modifications,

a change in the level of an essential
body chemical.

3 Determine the smallest dose at which
an effect occurs � the Lowest Observ-

able Effect Level  LOEL!.f

CI LOEL is measured in milligrams  mg!
of substance per kilogram  kg! of
body weight, or in parts per million
 ppm! of substance in food.

Non-carcinogenic
chronic toxic+
is assessed by
studies to determine

the smallest dose

that causes any
detectable egect.
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~ In addition to LOEL, the term LOAEL  Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Level!
is sometimes used. The term LOAEL implies a judgment thar the effect is ad-
verse. A LOEL refers to any effect and may or may not be judged to be adverse.

7 This dose may still bc a high dose compared io environmental exposures.



Non-Carcinogertic Assessment  cont.!

Determining Safe Levels

When performing the experiments just
described, scientists also determine the
highest dose at which no effects occur-
the No Observable Egect Level  NOEI.!.*
The NOEL is considered the "safe level"
for that chemical in the species studied.

The NOEL is not necessarily the "safe
level" for humans, because:

0 humans may be more/less sensitive to
the substance than the animals studied.

To protect the public,
scientists also

determine the highest
dose at which no

effects occur.

0 humans have more genetic, health,
age, and other variabilities, which may
affect individual human reactions. t

To account for these differences, public
health officials divide the NOEL by a
safety factor, usually 100, to arrive at a
presumed "safe level" for humans. If the
NOEL for a substance were 100 mg/kg,
the "safe level" for humans would be
considered 1 mg/kg.

This "safe level" is most likely lower
than scientists' best estimate of the
NOEL in humans. However, it is the
number risk managers use to establish
regulations, such as the maximum
amount of a chemical allowed in drink-
ing water, and to create guidelines such
as fish consumption advisories.
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e The term No Observable Adverse Effect Level  NOAEL! is sometimes used.
The term NOAEL implies a judgment that the effect is adverse. A NOEL
refers to any effect and may or may not be judged to be adverse,

f Lab animals are bred to be similar to one another, and an experiment will be
conducted on animals of the same age and health.



Non-Carcinogenic Assessment  cont.!

Human Sensitivity and Variability
Dividing the NOEL by a safety factor
assumes that humans are more sensitive
than animals. But humans are not always
more sensitive. For some substances,
they may be less sensitive, or less sensi-
tive than some species.

This variation is usually due to the
different degrees and rates of absorption,
metabolism, and!or excretion of the
substance by the different species.
Although it might be reasoned that the
most humanlike animals � monkeys�
would be the best test animals, they re-
act to some substances more differently
from humans than other animals. For

example, dogs react to nitrobenzene sim-
ilarly to humans, while monkeys do not.

Knowledge is still incomplete regarding
the best test animals for different types
of substances and whether humans can

be expected to be more or less sensitive
to any particular compound.

2'he "safe level"
calculation for
humans assumes

that humans are

more sensitive than

anbnals, but humans
are not more

sensitive in all cases.

Examples of human sensitivity:

0 More sensitivity: The drug Thalidomide caused no adverse
effects in the animals studied, but caused severe birth defects in
humans.

C! Less sensitivity: Insecticides are often developed to be more
toxic to insects than to humans, Since people are less sensitive to
these chemicals, they can use them without injuring themselves.

~ Genetic variability: People vary widely in their reactions to bee
venom. Some show almost no reaction to a bee sting; others may
die without immediate medical treatment.
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Careinogenesis Bioassay

Introduction

Scientists assess carcinogenic toxicity
very differently than they assess non-
carcinogenic toxicity. This is in re-
sponse to public fear about cancer.

People want to know if even one in a
million individuals will get cancer from
exposure to a suspected carcinogen. To
find this out with any degree of confi-
dence by traditional dose-response
studies, scientists would have to use
several million test animals. The im-
practicality of such experiments has led
to the development of the carcirto-
g enesis bi oassay."

With a carcinogenesis bioassay, scien-
tists are not looking for the safe level of
exposure  NOEL!. Rather, harm is
assumed, and they are looking for the
incidence, or risk, of harm.

Officially accepted
methods of assessing
carcinogens assume
there is no safe level.
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"The carcinogesis bioassay is a method of testing substances for carcinogenic
effects that utilizes high-dose studies on laboratory animals to look for even
the rare case of cancer, It is not necessarily the best scientific approach to
assess the carcinogenic effects of chemicals. Instead it is a way to respond to
public concerns by generating carcinogenic risk values with large margins of
safety.



Carcinogenesis Bioassay  cont.!

Methodology

Scientists assess carcinogenic toxicity
by feeding large doses of the substance
in question to animals in an effort to
find even the rare case of cancer result-

ing from exposure to it.

0 Test animals are administered differ-

ent large doses of a substance daily
over a lifetime �4-30 months in rats!.

0 At the end of the study, the animals
are examined to see if cancer can be

found.

To measure

carcinogenic
toxir;ity, snentists
fry to find even tIte
rare case of cancer.

If cancer is found, scientists use
available data and mathematical

models to:

~ estimate the cancer incidence at

the lower doses more likely to
occur in the environment.

a estimate the effect of the size and

sensitivity differences between the
test animals and human beings.
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Exatnple of a carcinogenesis bioassay: A carcinogenesis bioassay
was performed for benzene on both rats and mice. Both sexes of
each species got leukemia at the high doses administered. Extrapo-
lating the cancer incidence at high dose to low dose and from ro-
dents to humans resulted in the risk estimate that a benzene dose of

l mg/kg/day will result in 3 cancers per 100 people exposed daily
for a lifetime to that dose. This dose is much higher than anyone
would be exposed to in the environment under normal conditions.



Carcinogenesis Bioassay  cont.!

Mathematical Models Vary
A mathematical model is a set of equa-
tions that mimic a real situation and

predict what will happen under dilferent
circumstances.The choice of model

has a strong influence
on the outcome of the
study.

In toxicity assessments, scientists do not
know what will happen to humans
exposed to the low doses tound in l.hc
environment. So models are developed
to apply information gained in animal
studies to the human condition. Many
educated assumptions must be made in
developing these models."

The choice of model will have a strong
influence on the outcome of the l.oxicily
assessmcnt, because when scientists

apply different models to identical data,
they will get different results.
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"These assumptions regard: similarities and differences between animal and
human reactions; the effects of genetic, age, health, and other variations in
humans; and whether only one molecule or many tnolecules of a carcinogen
are sufficient to start a cancer process under appropriate conditions  see next
page!. Since not all earcinogens work the same way, a particular type uf
tnodet tnay give a fairly realistic risk value for some, but a very unrcalisuc
risk value for others.



Examples:

Non-Threshold  linear! Dose-Response Modei Threshhold Dose-Response Model

100 100

cancer

1000lhasa
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Carcinogenesis Bioassay  cont.!

Non-Threshold vs. Threshold >Models

Two fundamentally different types of
mathematical models are applied to
carcinogenic risk assessment. One is
called a rton-threshold model and is

based on thc assumption that even one
molecule of a cancer-causing agent can
lead to the disease. This type of model
is also referred to as a "one-hit" model,

Thc second type of mathematical model
is called a threshold model and is based

on t.he premise that repeated exposures
to a chemical arc nccdcd before a

threshold of exposure is reached and
cancer follows,

Scientists in regulatory agencies gener-
ally use non-threshold models for
carcinogenesis bioassays. These assign
to a substance a higher estimate ol'
cancer potency than would threshold
models.  However, thc threshold model
is currently used to assess risk of all
non-carcinogenic chemicals.!

Public health

officials generally
rely on non-
threshoid models�

models that make

worst-case

assumptions.



1 he risk assessor

estimates real world

nsk by combining
information on
toxicity and exposure.

Role of Toxicity Assessment
in Risk Assessment

In the end, a toxicity assessment pro-
vides information on how much of a

chemical causes what kind of harm,

If the toxicity assessment is based on an
animal study, the degree of harm to
humans must be extrapolated using
mathematical models based on a variety
of assumptions. Thus the toxicity assess-
ment provides only an estimate of the
harm to humans.

As more toxicity studies on a particular
chemical are conducted � dose-response
studies on different species of animals
for example, or epidemiological and iri
vitro  test tube! studies � scientists
become more confident in their charac-

terization of the toxicity of the sub-
stance.

The risk assessor's job is to determine
the real world risk to humans of a sub-

stance by combining information on
toxicity and exposure. This job is made
more complicated if data are collected
from many different studies, but the
results will be more likely to reflect the
best estimates scientists can make.
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4 EPIDEMIOLOGY: THE SCIENCE 01 PEOPLE

Epidemiology is the most direct method of assessing risk
to humans, but like any scientific method, it has its own
limitations and problems of interpretation, Knowing the
principles and pitfalls of epidemiology will help you inter-
pret epidemiological studies.

Epidemiological Research
Risk Factors and Exposures

Types of Epidemiological Studies

47

48

49

50Which Kind of Study is Better?

Cross-Sectional Studies 51

52
Clinical Trials

53

54

55

57

Epidemiology; The Sciesce of Peopfe 43

Key Questions to Ask about Epidemiological Studies
What is Epidemiology?

Case-Control Studies

Cohort Studies  Follow-up Studies!

Estimating Risk

Causation Criteria

Cancer Clusters

Conflicting Studies

"I



ey Questions to Ask about Kpidemiomogied Studies
 numbers indicate pages ~here more irformation can be found j
%hat kind of study was conducted? [case-control, cohort, cross-
secdonal, or clinical trial} 48-52

If a cross-sectional study, do the results indicate a possible
problem requiring further study'? [Cross-sectiorIal studies do not
ed&lish cause and egect.] 51

If a case-control or cohort study, what were the characteristics of
the two groups beIng cotnpaAAl? 48' 4%

%hat characteristic s! did the investigators identify as being
asreciated with the disease>

Does the association between the characteristic and t5ie disease
reflect an actual came-efFect relationship? 54

If so, on what does the investigator base that conclusion? [e.g,
strength of association, dose-response re?utionship, cons'istency,
specificitY, etc. j 54
%%at is the relative risk of the disease from the characterisdc? 53

%hat have other investigators found? 57



~ heart attacks to cholesterol.

* A population is a group about which a researcher wants to draw conclusions
based on a sample.
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What is Epidemiology?

Epidemiology is the study of patterns of
disease in human populations~. Because
epidemiological studies look directly at
humans rather than extrapolate from
animals, they provide the most compel-
ling evidence for measuring environ-
mental risks to humans.

Most studies in recent decades that have

linked environmental factors to human

diseases were designed using principles
of epidemiology.

Epidemiological studies have provided
the critical evidence to link:

0 toxic shock syndrome to tampon use.

H leukemia to on-the-job exposures to
benzene.

0 lung cancer, heart attacks, and low
birth weight to cigarette smoking.

C! Legionnaires' disease to contami-
nated cooling units.

Epidemiological studies provide evi-
dence, not proof, Uncertainty is inherent
in the tools that epidemiologists use.
While the uncertainty can be very small,
it can never be zero, because epidemi-
ologists cannot be absolutely sure that
the effect they see corresponds to the
suspected cause.

Most recent

studies that have

convincingly linked
environmental

factors to human
diseases were

epidemiological
studies.



Epidemiologists
compare groups of
people to identify
characteristics that

distinguish people
who get diseuse from
people wIt;o do not.

Kpidemiologicaj Research

Epidemiologists compare two or more
groups of people to determine what
characteristics distinguish groups who
get disease from groups who do not.

These distinguishing characteristics are
then examined to determine how and

why they are associated with disease.

Some of the characteristics epidemiolo-
gists look at are:

0 consumption of certain foods.

7 contact with bacteria, chemicals, or
viruses.

~ gender, race, or socioeconomic
status.

Cl daily activities and behaviors.

0 genetic background.

0 metabolic characteristics, such as
cholesterol level and blood pressure.
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Epidemiological Research  cont.!
Risk Factors and Exposures

Epidemiologists prefer not to use the
word "cause" when looking for clues
to disease, because many characteristics
associated with disease are not true

causes,

For example, cigarette smoking is asso-
ciated with heart attacks because chemi-
cals in the smoke trigger the attacks.
Race, gender, and socio-economic status
also are strongly associated with heart
attacks, not because they directly cause
the attacks, but because they are proxies
for many hard-to-define behaviors, envi-
ronmental factors, and genetic factors
that increase thc risk of heart disease.

So epidemiologists use the term "risk
factor" to describe anything that in-
creases the risk of disease. Cigarettes,
race, and socio-economic status all are
risk factors for heart disease,

Risk factors also are called exposures.
A person with a risk factor is said to be
exposed; a person without that particular
risk factor is unexposed.
 However, it is not usual to describe risk
factors that are inherent characteristics of
an individual, such as sex and race, as
exposures,!

Epidemiologists
prefer the term
"risk factor" rather
than "cause" to
describe anything
that increases the
risk of disease.
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Types of Kyidemiological Studies

Epidemiologists favor two types of
studies for searching out risk factors for
disease, case-control studies and cohort
studies.

Case-Control StudiesCase-control stldies

look at the histories

of cases and controls
for clues to what
causes disease in

the cases.

Epidemiologists survey a group of
people with disease  cases! and a group
without disease  controls! about their
histories. The survey may involve direct
questioning or examination of medical
or other records.

The basic question: What differs in the
histories of these two groups that could
explain why one is diseased and the
other is not?

Example of a case-control study: In the spring of 1980, U.S.
doctors diagnosed hundreds of cases of toxic shock syndrome
 TSS!, a potentially fatal, previously rare disease. Most cases oc-
curred in young women during their menstrual periods. Investigators
at the Centers for Disease Control questioned 50 women with toxic
shock syndrome  cases! about their use of sanitary products in the
month before they got sick. Then they asked each woman for the
names of three friends who did not have TSS  controls!, and asked
them the same questions. Women with TSS were more likely than
their friends to have used tampons; in particular they were almost 8
times as likely to have used one brand: Rely. This brand was with-
drawn from the market in September I980, and the incidence of TSS
decreased dramatically.
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Types of Kpidemiological Studies  cont.!

Kxample of a cohort study: To evaluate the effect of environmental
lead exposure on children's IQs, researchers followed 516 children
in the lead-smelting town of Port Pirie, Australia, from birth to age
seven, periodically taking blood samples to measure lead levels. At
age seven, children with highest blood lead levels over the years had
the lowest IQs.
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Cohort Studies  Foaow-up Studies!
A cohort study begins with a group of
people who do not have the disease
being studied. Group members differ on
one or more characteristics suspected of
causing the disease  for example, some
may smoke while others do not!. The
group is followed over time to see if
members with the suspect characteristic
are more likely to develop the disease,
Thc basic question: Are the people with
the suspect characteristic at greate~ risk
of getting disease?

Cohort studies follow
groups through time
to determine
whether group
members with a
suspected risk
factor are more
likely to get disease.



Case-control studies

are more common,

but cohort studies

are generally
more convincing.

Types of Epidemiological Studies  cont.!

Which Kind of Study is Better?
Case-control studi es are more common

than cohort studies because they are
faster and cheaper. Also, for relatively
uncommon diseases like childhood

leukemia, they often are the only practi-
cal way to look for causes of disease.

Cohort studies are more convincing for
two reasons:

0 they provide a much better opportu-
nity to establish a cause-effect rela-
tionship because they begin with the
exposure  cause! and move forward
in time to the disease  effect!. In
contrast, case-control studies begin
with the disease  effect! and look
back to the exposure  cause!. It is not
always clear that the identified cause
actually did come first.

0 case-control studies are more prone to
certain study design problems, such
as bias or chance  see Chapter 5!.

But cohort studies have their own

drawbacks.

0 they are very expensive.

0 they take a long time  because they
start with well people and wait for
them to get sick!.

0 they are difficult to conduct properly
because study subjects tend to drop
out of the study over time.
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Cross-Sectional Studies

Example of misinterpretation from a cross-sectional study: lt is
well known that cigarette smoking increases the risk of a heart
attack. But if researchers did not know this and surveyed a city' s
residents to determine who had heart disease and who smoked, they
might find that healthy people smoke more than people with heart
disease. The real reason for this result is that people tend to quit
smoking after they are diagnosed with heart disease.  In effect, the
outcome is influencing the cause.! However, to the researchers it
might appear that cigarette smoking protects against heart disease.
Many cross-sectional studies suffer from this chicken � egg problem.
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Types of Kpidemiological Studies  cont

Two other types of epidemiological
studies � cross-secrional studies and

clinical trials � are often in the news.

While these studies serve valuable

purposes, epidemiologists generally do
not use them to investigate risk factors
for disease.

The cross-sectional study identifies a
population of interest  people in a
particular neighborhood, people coming
to a clinic! and asks its members about
current diseases and current exposures.

Cross-sectional studies offer epidemi-
ologists a quick way to determine
whether a problem exists that warrants
further study � whether, for example,
workers in a particular industry have an
unusually high rate of disease.

But this kind of study is not useful for
establishing cause and effect because it
is difficult to determine whether the

exposures actually caused the disease.

Cross-sectional

studies help identify
whether a problem
exists that warrants

further study.
They are not useful
for determining
cause and effect.



Types of Epidemiological Studies  cont.!
Clinical Trials

A clinical trial is a study done to test
the effectiveness of a drug or other
treatment.

Patients with a particular disease are
randomly assigned to receive either the
treatment under study or an inactive
placebo  or the standard treatment, if
one exists!. Patients are then followed
for a specified period to determine
whether patients receiving the new
treatment do better than those getting
the standard treatment or the placebo.

Clinical trials are the best of epidemi-
ological studies in terms of the quality
of the information they provide. How-
ever, as a rule, they can't be used to
explore causes of disease because it is
unethical to assign people to be exposed
to suspected toxins. However, such
trials may be very useful for studying
preventive measures, such as vaccines.

Clinical trials test

the effectiveness of
a drug or treatment.
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Example of a clinical trial:  See example on page 64,!



Estimating Risk
At the end of a study, researchers
calculate the risk ratio or relative risk,

by comparing the occurrence of disease
in two groups � one group with a sus-
pect characteristic, and one group
without. This is the source of statements

like "people who smoke are 10 times as
likely to get lung cancer as people who
do not."

Risk ratio close to I suggests the char-
acteristic has no effect on disease.

Risk ratio greater than l suggests the
characteristic increases risk of disease.

Risk ratio less than 1 suggests the
characteristic protects against disease.

Epidemiokgists
use risk ratios to

describe the effect
a characteristic has

on disease.

Example of risk ratios: ln a landmark study, scientists followed
34,445 British male physicians from 1951 to 1961 to see if those who
smoked had a higher rate of lung cancer, At the end of 10 years, the
statistics looked like this:

Lung cancer death rate.
among nonsmokers; 7 per 100,000
among those smoking up to a half pack daily: 54 per 100,000
among those smoking up to a pack daily: 139 per 100,000
among those smoking more than a pack daily: 227 per 100,000

Dividing rates among smokers by the rate among nonsmokers yiekls
ratios which show that, compared to nonsmokers.

Smokers of up to a half pack daily were almost 8 times as likely to
die of lung cancer �4/7=7.7; the risk ratio was 7.7!.
Smokers of up to a pack a day were almost 20 times as likely to die
of lung cancer � �39/7=19.9; the risk ratio was 19.9!.
Smokers of more than a pack a day were more than 32 times as
likely to die of lung cancer �27M=32.4; the risk ratio was 32.4!.
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If the data indicate
an association, the
researcher must

exp/ore whether a
cause-effect relation-
ship truly exists.

Causation Criteria

If an association has been observed

between an exposure and a disease, and
bias, confounders, and other possible
errors have been reasonably accounted
for  see Chapter 5!, then researchers can
address the question of whether the
association is likely to reflect a true
cause-effect relationship. Some com-
monly used criteria are:

Strength of association. The exposure
is associated with a large increase  or
decrease! in the risk of disease.  The
stronger the association, the less likely
it is to be due to bias or an unknown

confounder.!

Dose-response relationship. Higher
doses of the exposure are associated
with higher rates of disease.

Biologic credibility. A plausible bio-
logic mechanism is available to explain
how the exposure causes disease

Consistency. Other studies done in
different ways and in different popula-
tions have found the same association.

'Bme sequence. The exposure can be
shown to occur before the disease.

Specificity. The exposure is associated
with a specific disease.

The above criteria are guidelines, not
rules. Some toxicants that clearly cause
disease do not meet all the above crite-

ria. For example, cigarette smoking does
not meet the specificity criterion, for it is
associated with many diseases.
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Cancer Clusters

When contamination is discovered in a
community, citizens often look for
health effects. They may notice a lot of
people with cancer and conclude that
this represents an unusually high inci-
dence of disease. Public health agencies
are often called upon to investigate the
reported cluster � a group of individuals
living in a limited area and manifesting
a particular disease.
In many instances, scientists find that
people have underestimated the back-
ground incidence of cancer and that the
number of cancers is really just what
would be expected,

In other situations, it is clear from the
variety of cancers occurring that there is
not a cluster that can be associated with
a particular source. In the vast majority
of cases, public health epideiniologists
find that the suspected clusters do not
represent unusual events.

Epidemiologists
usually find that
suspected clusters
do not represent
anything unusual.
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Sometimes, it is not
possible to determine
if a cluster is present,
due to small sample
size and limited

information.

Cancer Clusters  cont.!

Some cases are more complex than
described on the previous page and it
may not be possible to determine
whether a cluster is present. Reasons
why a firm conclusion is not possible
include:

0 the population is so small that any
variations from population averages
may be due to chance.

0 it is usually impossible to reconstruct
past exposures to the agent of concern
to determine which cancer victims

have been exposed and how much
they have been exposed.

0 the history of individual exposures to
other possible cancer-causing agents,
such as workplace chemicals or radon,
cannot accurately be determined.

In summary, investigations of cancer
clusters are very unlikely to establish a
relationship between a local contami-
nant and the disease. However, public
health epidemiologists often undertake
cancer cluster analyses in response to
strong public reaction to contamination
incidents and deep public fear of cancer.
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Conflicting Studies

What if researchers do not agree?
Reporters frequently are faced with
conflicting studies.  A recent example
is the question of whether alcohol
consumption increases the risk of breast
cancer; some studies say yes, some say
no.!

One possible explanation is that one
study was larger and therefore had
more power to find an effect. Other
possibilities are bias or confounding in
one or both studies.  See Chapter 5 for
discussion of how to evaluate the

validity of competing studies.!

Often, there is no obvious resolution to
the conflicts; they reflect the frustrating
fact that most diseases have complex,
intertwined causes that are difficult to
tease apart. The answers come slowly,
through the accumulation of research
results that eventually tip the balance in
favor of a particular explanation.

The answers to

complex questions
come slowly through '
the accumulation of
study findings that
eventually tip the
balance in favor of
a particular answer.
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The perfect study has never been done, for there is always
the possibility of human error in the study's design, execu-
tion, and analysis. How well a study is performed can be
assessed to some degree by exploring how well the re-
searchers sought to prevent and account for the common
causes of distortion. These causes include chance, sample
size, bias, and confounders.

Key Questions to Ask about a Study's Validity

Factors Affecting Study Validity

Chance

Measures of Chance 63

P Values

Confidence Intervals 65

Confidence Intervals in Epiderniological Studies 67

Confidence Intervals in Carcinogenesis Bioassays 68

Sample Size 69

Bias and Confounders in Epidemiological Studies 71

71

Classification Errors

Selection Errors

Preventing Bias

71

76

Confounding 77
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Key Questions to Ask about a StutIy's Validity
 numbers indicate pages ~here more informatian can be Pund!
Chance

What is the probability that the study's results are due to
chance? 63

What is the study's 95% confidence interval [margin of error]?
65-68

Satnyle Size/Power
What was the sample size? How much power did the study have,
with this sample size, to find an effect if one exists? 69'-70

Confounders

Are there confounders that could affect the study's results? What
confounders did the investigators control for? 77-79

Bias

classi5catlon bias

How likely is it that people were mis:lassified? 71

What did the investigators do to control misclassification?
71-73, 76

If one or two cases or controls were reclassified as exposed or
unexposed, would the study's conclusions change?
selection bias

How were the cases and con~is in the study chosen? 75

What are the possibilities for bias in the selection process?
7475

What did the investigators do to try to prevent selection bias?
76

Other Studies

What have other investigators found? Are there other studies
whose findings are similar to this study's findings? Are there
studies that have different conclusions?
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Factors Affecting Study Validity

The perfect study has never been done.
Each study is performed at a distinct
time and place with a unique group of
subjects by investigators who utilize a
particular study design. A diversity of
methods are used to execute the study
and to analyze its results. Chance
always plays a part as well,

This is why different studies sometimes
produce contradictory results. This is
also why researchers almost never
accept the results of a single study as
defmitive; the cumulative weight of
evidence from several studies is neces-
sary to draw sound conclusions.

How well a study is performed can be
assessed to some degree by exploring
how well the researchers sought to
prevent and account for the common
causes of distortion in a study.

In laboratory studies, the most common
cause of distortion is chance, including
the effects of sample size. For epide-
miological studies, bias and confoitiid-
ing, as well as chance, are important
factors to consider.

The results of a
single study are
seldom definitive
because of the
inevitable presence
of chance and the
possibility of im-
proper study design.
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Chance

All experimental and epidemiological
studies are based on samples from larger
populations. An epidemiological study
that compares the incidence of lung
cancer among smokers and nonsmokers,
for example, uses a group of smokers
selected from the population of all smok-
ers, and a group of nonsmokers selected
from the population of all nonsmokers.

The use of samples inevitably introduces
uncertainty into the results. Any sample
will, by chance, differ at least a little from
its parent population. The sma1ler the
sample and the more diverse the parent
population, the more like1y the sample
will differ from the parent population.
In any study comparing two groups, at
least some of the difference between

groups is due to this sampling effect.

Scientists use mathematical tests, based
on the science of statistics, to estimate the
size of the sampling effect and, therefore,
the amount of uncertainty associated with
the study's findings. The results of these
statistical tests are commonly expressed
as p values and con/dence intervals  see
following pages!.

Observed differences
between groups
of experimental
animals or between

populations of
humans may be
due to chance rather

than due to real

differences.
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Example of chance: Assume two popu/ations each have a 10%
incidence of a particular disease. A random sample from one could,
by chance, end up with 1S% sick people and a sample from the
other, 9% sick people. To an observer, it might appear that one
population had a higher incidence of disease, while no difference
actually existed.



lVIeasures of Chance

P Values

A p vaIiie  probability value! shows the
probability that the differences observed
between two samples are due to chance
variation in the samples rather than true
differences in the parent populations.

P values range from 0 to 1. The closer
the p value is to zero, the greater the
likelihood that the difference between
two samples reflects a real difference
between the parent populations.

Although p values are not presented with
percentage signs, you can think of them
as representing a 0% to 100% probabil-
ity that the observed difference is due to
chance.

P values indicate

the probability
that observed

differences are due
to chance rather

than reflecting
true differences.

Example of p values: A p value of 0.001 �.1%! means that only
one time in a thousand would the difference observed be due to
chance. A p value of 0.05 �%! means that 5 times in 100 the ob-
served difference would be due to chance. In other words, in the
first example, there is a 99.9% probability that the difference is real.
In the second example, there is a 95% probability that the difference
is real.
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Measures of Chance  cont.!

P Values  cont.!

Traditionally, a p value of 0.05 �%! or
less is accepted as evidence that two
populations are really different. A p
value this small or smaller is taken to
mean that the difference between the
populations is statistically significant.

A p value of 0.05 represents a point on a
continuum, not a scientific dividing line
between "true" and "not true." A finding
that has a p value of 0.06  not statisti-
cally significant! could still reflect a true
difference in the populations; a finding
with a p value of 0.04  statistically
significant! could still be due to chance.

A scientist's conclusion that a difference
between two samples reflects a true
difference in the parent populations is as
much a matter of judgment as of numbers.

Ap value of 0.05 or
smaller is usually the
criteria used to

indicate eh,ether a

study is statistically
significant.
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Example of testing for chance using p values: Jn a clinical test of
steroid injections for low back pain, doctors in Quebec City reported
that 42% of 49 patients who received steroid injections experienced
relief, compared to 33% of 48 patients who received injections of a
harmless salt solution � a difference of 9%. Although it appears that
steroids worked better than the placebo, a statistical test of the
results yielded a p value of 0.50 � that is, 50 times out of 100,
samples of this size would be expected to show at least the observed
9% difference in pain relief, even if there were no difference in pain
relief effectiveness between the steroids and the placebo. In other
words, the results were not statistically significant, so this study
offers no support for use of steroid injections in treating low back
pain. It is still possible that steroids are effective in relieving pain,
but that the sample size was too small to demonstrate the effect.



Measures of Chance  cont.!

Confidence Intervals
Estimates of risk based on limited data

cannot perfectly reflect the real world;
they almost certainly will be off by a
little bit, and possibly by a great deal.

Pollsters acknowledge this uncertainty
by providing margins of error for their
polls. Laboratory scientists and epidcmi-
ologists call their margins of error
con/dence intervals.

%'hcn calculating risk ratios  see page
53!, scientists have a process by which
they use their data to calculate margins
of error. Most of these margins of error
are called 95% confidence intervals,
meaning that there is a 95% probability
that the risk will be no higher or lower
than the extremes of this interval

Confidence intervals
provide a margin of
error for the study's
conclusions.
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Example of testing for chance usiag con6dence intervals: Chlo-
rine in drinking water prevents epidemics of cholera and other
water-borne illnesses, but a number of studies have suggested that
chlorination also increases the risk of certain kinds of cancer. How-
ever, the studies' findings have been inconsistent, ranging from no
risk of bladder cancer to a doubling of the risk. A group of research-
ers recently combined the results of 10 studies and reported that
drinking chlorinated water is associated with a 38% increased risk of
bladder cancer. But the 95% confidence interval was 1.01 to 1.87. In
other words, the "best guess" is that the increased risk is 38% � but
it could be as low as 1% or as high as 87%. And there is a 5%
chance  five times out of 100! that a 95% confidence interval, does
not include the true risk at all.



Confidence intervals
below I indicate the

suspect agent protects
against disease;
values near 1 � it has

no effect; over I � it
increases risk.

Measures of Chance  cont.!

Confidence Intervals  cont.!
Since a risk ratio of 1 means no addi-
tional risk of disease from the exposure
 see page 54!, a confidence interval that
includes 1  for example, 0,7-1.3! means
that the data is not good enough to
determine whether there is an increase,
decrease, or no change in risk.

If, however, the confidence interval
includes only numbers higher than 1  for
example, 1.1-1.5!, a higher risk is likely.
In this case, the risk is increased from
10% to 50%.

On the other hand, if the confidence
interval is entirely below 1  for example,
0.6-0.9!, this suggests that the risk to the
exposed population is only 60% to 90%
of what it would have been without the
exposure.

Example of confidence intervals: The chart below suinrnarizes the
results of several studies that examined the effect of vitamin B taken
during pregnancy on the incidence of spinal cord defects in the baby. A11
of the studies showed a risk ratio below I. However, the confidence
interval in Study 1 ranged above 1, showing that the uncertainty in the
study was too great to make a conclusion. In contrast, the confidence
intervals of the other three studies included only values below l, indicat-
ing vitamin B reduced the risk. Taking all the studies together, it can be
concluded that vitamin B ingestion by pregnant women is likely to reduce
the incidence of spinal cord defects in their offspring, Effect of B

vitamins taken
daring pregnancy
on spinai cord
defects fn the
baby.

O.s 0.25 O.s O.ts 1.0 3.2s 1.6 1.75 2.a 2.2s 2.5

Risk Ratio  vertical lines! With 95% Confidence Intervals  honzontal lines!
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Measures of Chance  cont.!

Confidence Intervals in
Epidemiological Studies
Confidence intervals are said to be wide

if they contain a large range of values
 e.g�0.2 to 7 5!, and narrow if they
contain a small range of values  e.g., 2.5
to 3.0!. The wider the interval, the less
you can rely on the study.

ln epidemiological studies, the width of
the confidence interval is related to the
sample size of the study. The larger the
sample size, the narrower the confi-
dence interval and the more precise the
estimate of risk.

The width of the confidence interval is
also related to the inherent variability of
the factor being measured. The less the
inherent variability, the narrower the
confidence interval.  For example, body
weight is highly variable, so a study of
the effects of some factor on body
weight would have a wider confidence
interval than a similar study of the
effects on head circumference, which is

much less variable.!

P values and confidence intervals both

are attempts to express the uncertainty
associated with scientific studies. Most
epidemiologists prefer confidence
intervals because they provide more in-
formation than p values about the range
of risk associated with an exposure.

Confidence intervals
provide more
information than
p values by
indicatgng a range
of risk associated
tvith an exposlre.
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Measures of Chance  cont.!

Confidence Intervals in
Carcinogenesis Bioassays
In carcinogenesis bioassays, the results
of administering a limited number of
high doses to rodents are extrapolated
downward to the lower doses that
humans may encounter in the real
environment. This process may cause
considerable uncertainty about the risk
at low doses. Confidence intervals
describe the range of possible risk.
In practice, risk managers try to mini-
mize the possibility of adverse impacts
on human health. To build in a margin
of safety, they generally report only the
95% upper confidence limit of the risk.
This may erroneously give the impres-
sion that the 95% upper bound is the
most likely estimate of the risk,

Risk managers
usually report the
upper confidence
limit, which may not
be the most likely
estimate of risk.

Example of using confidence intervals in carcinogenesis bioas-
says: There is concern about contaminants such as PCBs in fish,
because they have been shown to cause cancer in laboratory ani-
mals. Risk managers wish to determine the risk of cancer for indi-
viduals who eat fish containing particular levels of PCBs. Extrapo-
lating from laboratory animal studies, and calculating the 95% upper
confidence limit, they may report that eating certain fish so many
times a week will lead to an additional risk of cancer of I in 10,000.
Because this risk number represents only the 95% upper confidence
limit, it is likely that the true risk is much lower.
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Sample Size
At least two possible explanations exist
for results that indicate the substance
under study has no effect on disease:

0 there is no effect.

0 there is an effect, but the study's
sample size was too small to find it.

The probability of getting a statistically
significant result � p less than or equal
to 0.05 � is closely tied to the size of the
sampLe used in the study. The larger the
sample size, the more information it
contains, and the greater its ability to
find an effect if one exists.

The kv ger the
sample, the more
inforjnadon
it contains.
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Sample Size  cont.!

How large a sample is large enough?
This depends on:

2 how coinmon the effect is.

0 how much of an impact the suspected
agent has on disease or effect rates.

The rarer the effect and/or the smaller
the effect, the larger the sample needed
to detect that effect. Small studies can
reliably find only big risks.

A study's ability to find an effect is
called its poiver. Formulas are available
to calculate a study's power to find a
specific-sized risk at different sample
sizes. Typically, researchers would like
a sample size large enough to have an
80% chance  80% power! of finding a
doubling of the effect rate in the group
exposed to the suspect agent.

 ideally, researchers would like studies
powerful enough to find any size risk.
But such studies would be too expen-
sive, take too long, and require too
many participants to be feasible.!

SmaN studies can

reliably find only
big risks.
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Example of study size needed: Scientists believe that a high fat
diet increases the risk of breast cancer. In order to have an 80%
chance of detecting a 50% drop in breast cancer rates among women
who halve their fat intake, researchers would need to enroll at least
30,000 women in a study and follow them for 10 years � and even
then, there is a 20% chance  or l in 5! that the study would fail to
detect the decline even if it occurred!



Bias and Confounders
in Kyidemiological Studies

Bias

An epidemiological study can be very
large, very powerful � and very wrong.

Imbalances in the way researchers
choose people for a study or systematic
mistakes in the way they classify people
as sick or well, exposed or unexposed,
can produce a false relationship between
an exposure and a disease. This distortion
is called bias.

CLASSIFIcATIoN KRRoRS

Inevitably, some people in a study will
be put in the wrong category of exposure
or disease because of clerical errors,
mistakes in the design or execution of
the study, or an imperfect test for disease
or exposure  no test is perfect!, The
question is. was the study designed or
conducted in a way Likely to produce a
Lot of these mistakes?

Even the findings
from a powerful
study can be wrong
if researchers made
mistakes in select-

ing or classifying
subj ects.
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Example of recall bias: Following widespread publicity about
groundwater contamination in Santa Clara County, California, a
case-control study found that women who recalled drinking tap
water during their pregnancies had four times the risk of miscarriage
as women who recalled drinking only bottled water. Later studies
suggested that recall bias could account for much, if not all, of this
association. Among other things;

0 studies done after the publicity had died down found a smaller
risk than studies done at the height of the publicity; and

0 the association between tap water consumption and miscarriage
was greater among women questioned by telephone interviewers
 who knew whether they were talking to cases or controls! than
among women who filled out mailed questionnaires.
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People's recollections
are influenced by
whether they are
sick and looking for
a cause, or healthy
and unconcerned.

Bias and Confouttders

m Epidemiological Studies  cont.!

Bias  cont.!

CLASSIFICATION ERRORS  coNT.!

It is well-known that health status

distorts memory of past events. People
with disease are more likely to "remem-
ber" that they were exposed to a suspect
substance whether they were or not;
people who are healthy are more likely
to forget past exposures. In a case-
control study, this recall bias may
produce a false association between an
exposure and a disease.



Bias and Confounders

in Epidemiologist Studies  cont.!

Bias  cost t.!

CLASSIFICATION ERRORS  coNT.!

If the study is not a blind study, prob-
lems may arise from investigators' and
interviewers' unconscious desires to see

what they want to see. Doctors who
think an experimental drug is effective
may be more likely to see improvement
in patients taking the drug; interviewers
who believe a chemical causes disease

may question cases more closely than
controls about possible exposures.

Sometimes,
researchers wi/l let

their desire to see a

certain result color

their interpretation
of t' he data.
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Example of a dassification error: In 1986, researchers at the
University of California generated great excitement with a report
from a clinical trial. They reported that patients with Alzheimer' s
disease who took the experimental drug Tacrine showed dramatic
improvement in their mental function compared to Alzheimer' s
patients who took an inactive placebo. The report was considered
especially promising because the study was supposedly "double
blind" � neither researchers nor patients knew who was taking the
real drug, so the researchers' evaluations of the patients' mental
function could not be colored by their enthusiasm for the drug. A
subsequent investigation by the Food and Drug Administration
revealed that the researchers may indeed have known who was
getting the real drug, In October 1992, a much larger, more rigor-
ously controlled double blind study involving more than a dozen
medical centers concluded that Tacrine did improve mental function,
but so slightly that it was not noticeable to the evaluating doctors,
and could be detected only by a battery of cognitive tests.



Bias and Confounders
in Epidemiological Studies  cont.!

Bias  conf.!

SELECTION ERRORS

A military spokesman reported in 1992
that mail to the Joint Chiefs of Staff was

running 4 to 1 against admitting gay
people to the military, Most people
would recognize that this mail survey
may not represent the entire American
public, because people who strongly
opposed gays in the military were
probably more moved to volunteer their
opinions at that time, when the military
was proposing to allow gays in the
ranks, than were people who had other
opinions or no opinion.

Selection bias occurs whenever the

method of choosing participants results
in a study group that differs from the
parent population in ways that affect the
study's conclusions. A major concern in
epiderniological studies, selection bias
can take many forms.

Selection bias,
the tendency for
study subjects to be
different from the
popuration, is a
maj or concern in
epidemiological
studies.
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Example of selection bias: Following publicity about fears of an
increased risk of leukemia among soldiers who had been deliber-
ately exposed to radiation during the Army's 1957 Smoky atomic
bomb test, the federal Centers for Disease Control  CDC! conducted
a study that did indeed find an association between leukemia and
participation in Smoky. The CDC investigators tried to trace all the
Smoky participants, but had better luck finding those who had
developed cancer, since many of these ill soldiers contacted the
CDC on their own initiative. This form of selection bias, called
volunteer bias, could be responsible for the apparent association.



Bias and COnfOuIIIIerS
in Eyidemiological Studies  cont.!

BlaS � SELEcTIQN ERRORS  coNT.!

To avoid selection bias, careful re-
searchers take pains to assure that study
subjects represent all who could have
participated, and that comparison groups
are selected the same way. But the
selection method is seldom perfect. A
major question in any epidemiological
study is how much the results are
skewed by selection bias.

Selection is seldom

perfect, so the degree
of selection bias is a
relevant question to
ask about any epide-
miological study.
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Examples of selection bias:

~ A Virginia jazz enthusiast and medical school professor, attempt-
ing to refute the perception that jazz musicians live fast and die
young, compared the average life expectancy in America with the
age at death of 86 noted jazz musicians. He concluded that jazz
musicians live longer. But his study's selection bias was immedi-
ately pointed out: people don't become jazz musicians until adult-
hood, after they have survived the perils of childhood. Since child-
hood deaths are critical in reducing average life expectancy, looking
at average age at death is bound to show a survival advantage. A
way to avoid this bias would be to look at age-specific mortality
rates: for example, the mortality rate for 50-year-old jazz musicians
compared to other 50-year-olds,

0 National estimates of HIV infection rates in childbearing women
were once based on screening of newborns' blood samples left over
after other diagnostic tests were completed. But studies suggested
that this practice seriously underestimated the true infection rate,
because it tested only samples that contained sufficient leftover
blood. Since HIV-infected newborns are sicker at birth, they un-
dergo more tests, and their leftover samples often don't contain
enough blood for screening. Therefore the blood that was screened
was disproportionately from healthy babies. True HIV infection
rates may be three times higher than these previous estimates.



All studies have

some bias. The

question is Ivhether
investigators took
care to reduce bias

as much as possibIe.

Bias and Confounders

in Epidemiological Studies  cont.!

Bias  cont.!

PREVENTING BIAS

A good study will foresee and try to
control bias. Researchers might.

CI Use memory aids to avoid recall bias.
0 Lessen the chance of interviewers'

influencing the responses by not
revealing to interviewers the study's
exact purpose or whether the people
they' re interviewing are cases or
controls.

0 Minimize dropouts by recruiting
participants for cohort studies from
groups that are likely to be cooperative
and easy to trace. Doctors and nurses
are favored subjects for follow-up
studies because they tend to be inter-
ested in research and are easy to trace
through professional associations.

0 Choose more than one control group
for a case-control study. For example,
if the study gets the same results with a
control group selected from the cases'
friends and a control group selected
from the cases' work associates, it
provides some assurance that the
findings are real and not just artifacts
of the control selection process.

All studies have some bias. The question
is whether investigators took care to
reduce bias as much as possible, and
whether the findings could be easily
explained by bias.
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Example of a confounder: In the 1970s, a group opposed to fluori-
dation of water in the U.S. reported a dramatic increase in cancer
death rates in 10 U.S. cities that had switched to fluoridated water.

But other investigators noted that the populations of these cities had
changed dramatically in the same period, with growing proportions of
elderly people and black people groups at higher risk of cancer.
After taking into account the confounding effects of age and race, the
investigators found that these cities' cancer death rates actually had
dropped since the introduction of fluoridated water.
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Bias and Confounders

in Kpidemiological Studies  cont.!

Confounding

Every morning at 10:00 a woman walks
to the bus stop. At 10:01, a bus drives up
and the woman gets on. A naive ob-
server might conclude that the woman
was responsible for the bus's arrival. In
fact, both the woman's and the bus
driver's behavior are driven by a hidden,
third factor. the bus schedule.

The bus schedule is a confounder,
producing an apparent cause-effect
relationship between the woman' s
arrival and the bus's appearance.

Confounders are common in the study of
disease. Confounders can:

0 produce a spurious association be-
tween a harmless agent and a disease.

0 mask an exposure's harmful effect.

Confounding occurs when a characteris-
tic not considered by the researchers is
in fact associated with both the disease

and the suspected disease-causing agent.

Confounders
are unmeasured

characteristics that

affect the study's
outcome.



Bias and Confounders
in Epidemiological Studies  cont.!
Confounding  cont.!

Age, sex, race, income, and cigarette
smoking are among the most common
confoundcrs, because they affect the
risk of many diseases and also are
closely linked with other exposures that
might be investigated as causes of
disease. If a researcher does not at least
take these factors into account when
looking at causes of disease, the study is
suspect.

Age, race, sex,
income, and cigarette
smoking are common
confounders.
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Example of corifounders:

CI Early epidemiological studies noted that the more children a
woman had, the lower her risk of breast cancer. However, investiga-
tors quickly realized that a woman with a large family tends to be
relatively young at the birth of her first child. Subsequent studies
showed that it was young age at first birth, not number of full-term
pregnancies, that reduces breast cancer risk. The apparent associa-
tion between large families and lower breast cancer risk was the
result of the confounding effect of age at first birth.  Note that older
age at first birth does not directly "cause" breast cancer; it is prob-
ably a proxy for hormonal changes related to pregnancy.!

0 A difficulty in mvestigating occupational hazards is the problem
of disentangling the effects of work place chemicals from the effects
of lifestyle choices, like smoking habits. Chemicals in the work
place are suspected causes of lung and bladder cancers. Smoking
also causes these diseases. Blue collar workers are both more likely
to smoke and more likely to have jobs that expose them to chemi-
cals. A study that found an association between a work place chemi-
cal and lung cancer would be inconclusive unless it could rule out
smoking as a possible confounder of the reported association.



Bias and Confounders
in Epidemjological Studies  cont.!

Confounding  colit.!

Epidemiologists use a number of tech-
niques to try to remove the distorting
effect of confounders. They can restrict
study subjects to one age group, sex, or
race. Or they can use statistical tech-
niques that show the effect on disease of
the agent of interest with all known
confounding factors held constant. The
problem with these techniques is that
they can control only for confounders
the investigators have identified, A
major concern is whether the investiga-
tors have overlooked a confounder and

have not controlled for it.

A major concern is
whether researchers

have overlooked a

confounder and
therefore have not
controlled for it
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Risk Communication Basics Sl

Audience reactions to risk information are sometimes sur-
prising, Citizen reaction to risk messages is coming under
increasing study by communication, psychology, and social
science experts. Their findings are helping reporters to
formulate stories that increase public understanding.



Key Risk Commenicafion Points to Remember
{numbers indicate pages where more information can be found!

Emotional reactions to Ask news � caHed "outrage" � play a
bigger role in public reaction than the scientific information.
8446

Outrage is based on psychologically valid factors and is not
illogical. 8748

Reporters can address outrage by providing information that
increases the audience's tmderstanding of the hazard and shows
them how to gain some control of the situation. 89-99

Risk comparisons and analogies should be done in the spirit of
increasing the audience's understanding, not to minimize  or
maximize! the risk they face. 91-92

Outrage tends to focus on sudden, involuntary risks, while
ongoing hazards like radon or self-imposed lifestyle risks are
ignored or minimized. 53-84,94
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Introduction

A hazardous waste management com-
pany plans to locate a new incinerator in
your community. Residents are fearful
of future emissions; officials declare
there is nothing to worry about, A
drawn-out controversy is expected.
What features of citizen reaction to

potential risk should you know so you
can present the information in a way
that helps people respond construc-
tively?

As a reporter, you may do all you can to
understand risk issues and rcport them
clearly. Yet your audience's reactions
may not be what you had expected. For
example, they may not take serious
hazards � like radon or high-fat diets
seriously, yet they may remain agitated
about relatively insignificant hazards�
like pesticide residues in food or nuclear
power generation.~ What's going on' ?

Citizen reaction to risk messages is a
fascinating field coming under increas-
ing study by communication, psychol-
ogy, and social science experts. Their
findings provide insights that will help
you formulate your stories so they
increase public understanding.

Researchers are

uncovering the
reasons that citizen

reaction to risk news

is sometimes the

opposite of what is
expected.
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* Health officials rate chemicals in food as trivial risks, bnt view high-fat diets as
important causes of cancer. Likcwisc, health problems from nuclear power
plant radiation cannot compare with the estimated 5,000-20,000 cancer deaths/
year from radon.



Outrage

The hazard of radon � the number of

people killed � is much greater than the
hazard of nuclear power. Yet Ameri-
cans are much more up in arms about
nuclear power. Why is this?

Risk communication experts point to a
factor they call "outrage." Outrage~
refers to the level of public anger and
fear about an environmental risk issue.

Outrage has a much greater influence
on citizens' reactions to a hazard than

the scientifically calculated risk.

When people become outraged, they
may overreact. Conversely, il people
are not outraged, they may underreact.

Emotional responses
to risk news � called

"outrage" � play
a bigger role in
public reaction
than the scientific
information.

84 Risk Communication Basics

~ The term "outrage" was coined by Dr. Peter Sandman, Professor of Environ-
mental Journalism and Director of the Environmental Communication Research

Program, Rutgers University. It is based on the research of a number of leading
psychologists and risk perception experts,



Outrage  cont.!

Outrage Factors

What causes outrage? People become
outraged � fearful, angry, frustrated if
the risk is perceived to be:

involuntary: People don't like to be
forced to face a risk � like trace chemi-

cals in tap water.  But they will voluntar-
ily assume risks � like drinking diet soda.!

uncontrollable: When preventing risk is
in someone else's hands  government or
industry!, citizens feel helpless to change
the situation. If the citizen can prevent or
reduce the risk  using household chemi-
cals properly! the risk is more accept-
able.

immoral: Pollution is viewed as an evil.

Therefore, people consider it unethical
for governments and industries to claim
that a risk is acceptable based on cost-
benefit analysis or because there is
"only" a low incidence of harm.

unfamiliar: An industrial process pro-
ducing an unpronounceable chemical is
a much less acceptable risk than some-
thing more everyday, like driving a car
or eating junk food.

dreadful: A risk that could cause a

much-feared or dread disease  like most
cancers! is seen as more dangerous than
a risk that could cause a less-feared

disease.

uncertain: People become uneasy when
scientists are not certain about the risk

posed by a hazard its exact effect,
severity, or prevalencc.

Outrage factors are
those components of
a risk situation that

cause fear, anger,
defensiveness, or
frustration.
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Involuntary risks
often produce
extreme outrage,

which prevents
constructive

problem-solving.
Conversely, chronic
or voluntary risks
foster &tie outrage,
leading to apathy.

Outrage  cont.!

Outrage Factors  cont.!

catastrophic: A risk resulting in a
large-scale disastrous event  plane crash,
nuclear reactor meltdown!, is more
dreaded than a risk affecting individuals
singly  auto accidents, radon!.

memorable: A potential risk similar to
a remarkable event imbedded in the

memory, like Bhopal or Three Mile
Island, is viewed as much more danger-
ous than the risk of some unheard-of or

little-known disease.

unfair: People become outraged if they
feel they are heing wrongfully exposed,
For example.

0 exposure to a risk that people in a
neighboring community or a different
economic bracket are not being
exposed to.

E3 exposure to a risk with no benefit,
e.g., living next to a nuclear waste
dump, but receiving no benefit from
nuclear power generation. In contrast,
people will assume the risk of expo-
sure to something like medical X-rays
because they perceive a benefit that
equals or outweighs the risk.

untrustworthy: People become out-
raged if they have no confidence in the
source of the risk, such as industry or
government. In contrast they will accept
risks from what they view as a reliable
risk source, such as a doctor.
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Emotional Reactions Valid

Clearly, emotions play a large role in
public perception of risk. No explanation
of scientific findings makes much
impression if people are either hysterical
or agitated.

This emotional response is viewed by
many with technical training as irration-
a1, and they therefore ignore it or con-
demn it.

In fact, individual emotional responses
are based on psychologically valid
factors and are, from the psychological
perspective, perfectly rational. When
people become aware of a threat, they
are naturally inclined to:

a fear the unknown.

0 want to maintain control.

a protect home and family.

CI be alienated by dependence on others
 government, industry officials!.

0 protect their belief in a just world.

Outrage is based on
vatid psychology al
needs that must be

recognized and met

before a mutually
acceptabIe soIution
can befound.

Risk Commanication Basicr 8'7



Officials rely on a
technically based
value system that
does not recognize
the basis of outrage.
Thus conflict arises
between officials
and citizens in risk

situations.

Emotional Reactions Va!id  cont.!

By contrast, technically trained officials
tend to trust scientific analyses, accept
the effectiveness of engineering solu-
tions and contingency plans, and to
believe that experts know best.

Thus, much of the conflict surrounding
risk issues is a result of groups with
vastly different values becoming pitted
against one another.

Communications experts urge those
involved in communicating risk
officials and reporters � to accept the
reality and validity of the public's
emotions, and to seek ways of communi-
cating that take these emotions into
account.

8$ Risk Conssnunicasian Basics



Risk Communication Guidelines

Here are some ways that reporters  and
officials! can address the psychological
factors influencing citizen response to
hazards. The point, of course, is not to
diminish legitimate concerns, or
heighten illegitimate ones, but to
encourage constructive action,

0 Describe what individuals can do to

reduce their exposure.

Cl Describe what industry and govern-
ment are/are not doing to reduce
the risk.

0 Describe the benefits as well as the

risks to the specific audience  not
just society in general! of the sub-
stance/process of concern.

0 Describe the alternatives and their

risks.

0 Describe what people can do to get
involved in the decisionmaking
process

0 Provide information that will help
the audience to evaluate the risk  see
next page!.

Reporters can
provideinformation
that helps their
audience understand

and control the risk.
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Reporters can
provide their
audiences with

information that
will help them
evaluate the risk

information they
see or hear.

Helping the Audience Evaluate Risk

Ultimately, citizens judge how danger-
ous a risk is and whether they should
take action to reduce it. Reporters can
play a key role in encouraging sound
decisions by providing information that
will help their audience evaluate the
risk. Some fundamental information is:

0 How much of the substance is the
audience actually being exposed to?

0 What is the likelihood of accidental
exposure? What safety/back-up
measures are in place?

0 What is the legal standard for the
substance? Is the standard controver-

sial or widely accepted as sound?

0 What health or environmental prob-
lems is the standard based on? Are

there other problems that should be
considered?

0 Is the source of the risk information

reputable? Who funded the work?
What do other sources say?

0 Were the studies done on a popula-
tion similar to this audience?

0 What are the benefits of the sub-
stance/facility? What are the trade-
offs?

0 How does the risk compare with other
risks this audience faces?  See next
page !
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Risk Comparisons

Risk comparisons � comparing a new,
unfamiliar risk with an old, familiar

one � are appealing because they
provide a concrete way to express a
numerical concept  such as one death in
a million!. Risk comparisons appear to
establish a scale of severity by which
people can judge whether the new risk
is something to be concerned about.

However, risk comparisons must be
used with great care. Often, an involun-
tary risk is compared with a voluntary
one  e.g., the risk from nearby chemical
plant emissions is compared with
smoking, dietary habits, or some other
lifestyle choice!. Such comparing of an
involuntary exposure to risk with a
voluntary exposure tends not to influ-
ence people's perceptions,

If such a comparison is done in the
spirit of minimizing the importance of
the involuntary risk, it will generate
anger.

The value of risk comparisons is also
limited by the fact that risks tend to
accumulate in people's minds. No
matter how small the new risk, people
are inclined to see it as simply one more
unwelcome vexation to add to their

already heavy burden of coping with
modern-day problems.

Risk comparisons
that contrast an

involuntary risk
with a voluntary one
typically generate
anger rather than
understanding.
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Examples of risk comparisons:
CI Comparisons of similar risks: How do synthetic pesticide

levels in a food compare with the levels of natural pesticides
found in many foods?

0 Comparisons of risks with benefits: The risk to human health
of using chlorine to disinfect drinking water vs. chlorine's role
in protecting human life from infectious diseases.

0 Comparisons of alternatives: Incineration of a waste versus
landfi11ing it � which actually causes the most pollution of the
environment?

0 Cownparisons to natural background levels: How does the
level of a substance in a suspected contaminated area compare
with natural background levels � such as the level of lead in
someone's backyard compared with the average natural lead
levels in soils in the United States.

0 Comparisons with a regulatory standard: How does the
comparison of arsenic in a city's drinking water compare with
the standard set by the Environmental Protection Agency?
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Concentration Analogies

Explaining chemical concentrations
 parts per million, parts per billion! by
using analogies  l ppm = l drop of gas
in an auto gas tank! appeals to the
imagination and helps people under-
stand the magnitude of a concentration.

Like risk comparisons, however, analo-
gies can cause anger if used merely to
minimize the magnitude, and thus the
risk.

Analogies should be accompanied by
information on the significance of the
concentration � its effect on human

health, the environment, etc.

See Appendix l for a sampling of
concentration analogies.

Con centra6on

analogies aid
understanding of
magnitudes, but
shoukI be

accompanied by
information on the
concentration 's

significance to
environmental or

human mell-being.
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~ For the latest information, contact the Environmental Communication Research
Proyam, Cook College, Rutgers University, P.O. Box 231, New Brunswick,
NJ 08903.

94 Risk Coauuuaicaiials Basics

Increased media

coverage of chronic
risks may hetp people
to understand their

magnitude and take
corrective action.

Covering Chronic Risks

Many risk conlmunication experts assert
that people's tendency to overestimate
sudden, imposed risk and underestimate
chronic or lifestyle-imposed risks is
reinforced by generally more extensive
media coverage of accidents and disas-
ters than of chronic situations.

These experts encourage reporters to be
persistent in their coverage of the
chronic risks � those due to diet,
lifestyle, or home contaminants such as
radon, lead, and asbestos.

Researchers are studying how to present
risk messages about chronic or lifestyle
risks in a manner that results in the
individual taking corrective action.
Findings to date are tentative.~
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APPENDIX 1: CONCENTRATION ANALOGIES

One Part Per Million

~ one automobile in bumper-to-bumper traffic from Cleveland
to San Francisco

~ one pancake in a stack four miles high
~ 1 inch in 16 miles

~ one minute in two years
~ one ounce in 32 tons

~ one cent in $10,000

~ .0001%  or 10,000 ppm equals 1%!
One Part Per Billion

~ one 4-inch hamburger in a chain of hamburgers circling
the earth at the equator two-and-a-half times

~ one silver dollar in a roll of silver dollars stretching from
Detroit to Salt Lake City

~ one bogie in 3,500 golf tournaments
~ one kernel of corn in a 45-foot high, 16-foot diameter silo
~ one sheet in a roll of toilet paper stretching from New York

to London

~ one second of time in 32 years

One Part Per Trillion

~ one square foot of floor tile on a kitchen floor the size of Indiana
~ one drop of detergent in enough dishwater to fill a string of

railroad tank cars ten miles long
e one square inch in 250 square miles
~ one mile on a 2-month journey at the speed of light

One Part Per Quadrillion
e one postage stamp on a letter the size of California and Oregon
~ one human hair out of all the hair on all the heads of all the

people in the world
~ one mile on a journey of 170 light years
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APPENDIX 2: INFORMATION SOURCES

Listed here are a few key toll-free hotline information sources
on topics related to environmental health risks. Check the
Recommended Reading list for publications with more exten-
sive lists of information sources. In particular, Sachsman et
al., Environmental Reporter's Xandbook, and Ward, Chemi-
cals, the Press, and the Public, provide extensive lists of
information sources.

Cancer Issues

National Cancer Institute, Cancer Information Service
1-800-4-CANCER

Chemical Emergencies
Chemical Manufacturers Association

1-800-424-9300

Chemical blames and Manul'acturers

Chemical Manufacturers Association

1-800-262-8200

Environmental Health Issues

U.S. EPA, Public Information Center
1-800-828-4445

Hazardous Waste Sites

Enviro-Health Clearinghouse
1-800-643-4794

Pesticides

National Pesticide Telecommunications Network

1-800-858-7378

Physicians
American College of Physicians
1-800-523-1546
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ScientiTic Experts
Scientists' Institute for Public Information  SIPI!
Media Resource Service
1-800-223-1730

In New York, call 1-212-661-9110

This service for journalists will provide names and numbers
of many of the nation's most qualified experts on chemical
substances. Will refer you to specialists with different
viewpoints.

Spills
National Response Center, Oil and Chemical Spill Hotline
1-800-424-8802

Toxic Substances

Natural Resources Defense Council

1-800-424-9065

Worker Exposure
Enviro-Health Clearinghouse
1-800-643-4794
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GLOSSARY

Numbersindicate pages in the text where the term can be found.
Italicized ~ords in the definitions are also defined in this Glossary.

Toxicological, Epidemiological, and Chemical Terms

adsorption; Uptake of water or dissolved chemicals by a cell or an
organism. Movement of a chemical into or across a tissue. 23

accuInuiation: Buildup of a chemical in the body due to long-term or
repeated exposure.

acute toxicity: Causing adverse effects that occur very rapidly after a
single exposure has occurred. 30, 32, 33

action level: A concentration of a specific substance that when
exceeded, triggers risk management activities designed to protect
human health.

additive egect: Combined effect of two or more cheinicals equal to
the sum of their individual effects.

aerosol: A mixture of very small particles of a liquid or a solid in a
gas.

antagonistn: Combined action of two or more substances to produce
an effect less than the sum of their individual effects; the opposite
of synergism.

antidote: A therapeutic agent administered to counteract the effect of
a toxic agent,

association: A relationship between an exposure and a disease, The
relationship does not of itself confirm that the exposure caused the
disease. 44, 54, 72, 77, 101

bias: A distortion of the facts caused by errors in selecting or classify-
ing the subjects of a study. 60, 61, 71-79, 106, 107

bioassayt A technique for evaluating the biological activity or po-
tency of a substance by testing its effect on an organism. 31, 34,
38-41, 68

carcinogen: Any substance capable of producing or inducing cancer.

carcinogenesis bioassay; A method of testing a substance for carcino-
genic effects that utilizes high-dose studies on laboratory animals
to look for even the rare case of cancer. 31, 34, 38-41, 68
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case-control study: Epiderniological method used to search for the
cause s! of disease, Researchers assemble a group of people with
disease  cases! and a group without disease  controls! and look for
differences that could explain why one group is sick and the other
is not. 48,50,76

chronic toxicity: Causing adverse effects that occur after repeated
exposures over a long period of time. 30, 31, 34

clinical trial: An experiinent to examine the effect of a treatment on
disease. Patients with disease are randomly assigned to receive the
treatment or an inert placebo  or a different treatment!, and are
followed to determine which group does better. 51, 52

cluster: A group of individuals living in a limited area and manifest-
ing a particular disease. 55, 56

cohort study: Epidemiological method used to search for the cause s!
of disease. Groups of people whose members differ on one or more
characteristic s! suspected of causing disease are followed over
time to see if the people with the characteristic s! get more disease.
48-50, 76

comparison study: A study that involves comparison of two or more
groups. See case control study, cohort study, cross-sectional study,
and clinical t'rial.

confidence interval: fhe margin of error calculated for a risk esti-
mate, 95% confidence intervals are the most common, tneaning
that there is a 95% probability that the risk is no higher or lower
than the range of values included in this interval. 62, 65-68

confounder: A cause of disease that is not under investigation, but
that distorts the cause-effect relationship under study. 77-79

control group: A group of experimental subjects not exposed to a
substance or treattnent being investigated and compared to experi-
rnental groups that are exposed. 48, 73, 76

cross-sectional study: Epidemiolagical method used to determine
whether a prob1em exists that warrants further study. A population
of interest is identified and the individuals asked about current
illnesses and current exposures. 51

dose: a tneasure of exposure. Dose is often expressed in milligrarns
per kilogratn  mg/kg! or parts per million  ppm!.
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dose-response study: A study in which the amount of substance
 dose! is gradually increased and the effects at each dose are noted.
Performed on animals, commonly mice or rats. Used to determine
both acute and chronic non-carcinogenic toxicity. 31, 35, 36, 38

double-hundt A type of clinical trial in which neither the patients nor
the researchers responsible for observing the effects and analyzing
the data know who is getting the treatment and who is getting an
inactive placebo until the experiment ends. 73

environmental exposure study: Estimates how much of a substance
is/was present in the environment and how much people come into
contact with. Used to assess long-term exposures. 17, 19, 21-24

epidemiology: The study of patterns of disease in populations.
Crucial to the study of links between environmental agents and
human diseases. 45

exposure:  I! The amount, frequency, and duration of contact with
an environmental agent. �! In epidemiology, anything that in-
creases the likelihood of disease. See risk factor. 47

exposure assessment.' A step in risk assessment that estimates how
much of a substance people are actually exposed to. 4, 6, 14-26

extrapolate: Estimate or infer something by extending or projecting
known information. For example, the future incidence of AIDS
can be extrapolated from its current prevalence and trends. 7

follow-up study: A cohort study. 49

hazardous: The potential that the use of a product will result in an
adverse effect on humans or the environment in a given situation,
The degree of hazard is based on the substance's characteristics,
such as toxicity, flammability, explosiveness, corrosiveness, etc.,
and the ease with which people or the environment can come in
contact with it. Hazardous is not the same as toxicity, which refers
exclusively to systemic damage to a living organism. 29

hazardoust A general term to denote any substance that is either a
physical hazard  such as an explosive! or a health hazard  such as a
poison or carcinogen!. Toxic is a more specific term referring only
to health hazards. 29

in vifrot Literally, "in glass." Usually refers to a laboratory test. 5

in vivo: Refers to a study of chemical effects conducted in intact
living organisms.
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LC: The concentration in the air that will kill half of the test

anhnals � in other words the lethal concentration for 50% of the
aniinals. Exposure is usually from one to four hours. The value is
expressed in mg/liter, rng/m', or pprn. Also written as LC-50, 32

LD~ The quantity of material that when ingested, injected, or
applied to the skin in a single dose will kill half of the test
animals in 14 days � in other words the lethal dose for 50% of
the animals. The value is expressed in g/kg or mg/kg of body
weight. Ihe test animal and test conditions should be specified.
Also written as LD-50. 32, 33

LD study, LC�shuly: A type of dose-response study used to
determine the acute toxicity of a substance. Performed on
animals, the results are extrapolated to assess acute toxicity in
huinans. 32

lethal amount: A measure of acute toxicity calculated by multiply-
ing the LD�by a number representing average human weight. 33

LOAEL  lowest observable mtverse effect leveI!: In a dose-re-
sponse study, the smallest dose that causes any detectable
adverse effect. 35

LOEL  loivest observable effect level!: In a dose-response study,
the smallest dose that causes any detectable effect. 35

mathematical modeL A set of equations that attempt to mimic a
real situation and predict what will happen under different
circumstances. 23, 39-42

NOAEL  no observable adverse effect level!: In a dose-response
study, the highest dose at which no observable adverse effects
occur. 36

NOEL  no observable effect level!: In a dose-response study, the
highest dose at which no observable effects occur. 36

odds ratio: See definition for risk ratio.

organic chemicals: Strictly speaking, these are cheinical com-
pounds that include carbon, although simple carbon coinpounds
such as carbon dioxide  CO,! are not usually referred to as
organic. In common usage, organic chemicals are hydrocar-
bons � those carbon compounds consisting of a carbon chain or
ring with hydrogen attached along with a variety of other ele-
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relative risk: See definition for risk ratio,

risk assessment: As used in this handbook, a scientiflc process that
estimates the type and magnitude of risk to human health posed by
exposure to chemical substances. 2-14

risk eharaetenzution: The final step in risk assessment. Coinbines
information on toxicity and exposure to describe what the risk is
likely to be. 4,8

ments. DDT, PCBs, dioxin, and many other pesticides and syn-
thetic industrial chemicals are organic chemicals.

personal exposure sttuty; Calculates how much of a substance people
are exposed to by analyzing bodily fluids or tissue. 17, 19, 20

pH: A measure of relative acidity and alkalinity, A pH of 7 indicates
a neutral substance; higher values indicate increasing alkalinity;
lower values indicate increasing acidity.

poison: A substance or mixture that can cause death or serious harm;
usually refers to acute effects.

population: Any group about which a researcher wants to draw con-
clusions based on a sainple. Elementary school students in Detroit,
people in the U.S. who smoke marijuana, and employees of a
state Department of Public Health are examples of populations.
45, 56, 62, 74

power: A study's ability to find an effect, expressed as a percent
from 0 to 100. The larger the sample size, the inore likely it is
that the study will find an effect, if one exists. 70

prospective study: A cohort study.

p value  probability value! t A measure of chance. Measures the
probability that a study's results are due to chance variations in
the sainples and do not reflect a true difference in the populations.
P values range from 0.0 to l. The closer the p value is to zero, the
more likely the study results are real. A p value of 0.05 or less is
usually accepted as evidence that the difference observed is not
due to chance, but reflects a true difference between the popula-
tions. 62-64, 67, 69

recall bias: A tendency for people experiencing toxic effects to be
more likely to remember exposures than people who have not
been affected. 72
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risk factor: In epidemiology, anything that increases the likelihood of
disease. Also called exposure, 47

risk management: The effort to reduce or manage risk through
education, regulation, and clean-up. Risk managers use the results
of risk assessments, plus economic, social, and legal consider-
ations to make regulatory and policy decisions. 12, 36

risk ratio: A number that indicates how much more or less likely
people with a suspect characteristic are to show the effects in
question  such as, how much more likely are people who smoke to
die of lung cancer than people who don't smoke!. It is calculated
by dividing the proportion of people who are affected  die of lung
cancer! and have the suspect characteristic  smoke! by the propor-
tion of people who are affected  die of lung cancer! and do not
have the suspect characteristic  do not smoke!. 53

safety factor: A number  equal to or great than one! divided into
NOAEL or LOAEL values derived from measurements in animals

or small groups of humans, in order to estimate a NOAEL or
LOAEL value for the whole human population. 12, 28, 36, 37

sample: A group of people selected from a population and studied in
order to draw conclusions about the entire population. 62, 69, 70

selection bias: A tendency for study subjects to differ from the
population they are supposed to represent in a way that affects
their risk of adverse effects. 74, 75

statisticaily significant: The value researchers select as a basis for
accepting the results of a study as "true," that is, unlikely to be due
to chance, Traditionally, researchers have selected a p value of
0.05 as the cutoff; results with p values at or below 0.05 are
deemed statistically significant. 64, 69

teratogen: A substance that can cause malformation in the fetus
following exposure of the mother.

threshold; The lowest dose of a chemical at which a specific effect is
observed and below which it is not observed. 31, 41

toxicity: The inherent potential of a substance to cause systemic
damage to living organisms. 29

toxic substance, A substance that can cause acute or chronic adverse
effects on living organisms.
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toxicity assessment: The step in risk assessment that looks at how
Inuch of a substance causes what kind of harm, 4, 7, 28-41

<: less than, Read p < 0.5 as p is less than 0.5.

>: greater than. Read p > 0.5 as p is greater than 0.5.

UIIits of Measure

FOR SOLIDS

g: gram; a metric unit of weight; there are one thousand grams in a
kilogram.

g/kg; gramS per kilOgrarn.

kg: kilOgram; a InetriC unit Of weight equalling apprOximately 2.2
U.S. pounds.

mg: milligram; a metric unit of weight; there are one thousand
milligrams in a gratn.

mg/kg: Inilligrams per kilogram. Often used to express a toxico-
logical dose.

FOR LIQUIDS

cc: cubic centimeter; similar to a Inilliliter.

L: liter; a metric unit of volume or capacity. A U.S. quart is about
9/10 of a lit.er.

IL milliliter; a metric unit of volume or capacity; there are one
thousand milliliters in a liter. One milliliter equals one cubic
centimeter.

FOR GASES

mg/III': milligramS per CubiC meter of air.

mg/l: milligrarns per liter of air.

GENERAL

ppb: parts per billion. See Appendix 1 tor useful analogies.

ppm: parts per million. See Appendix 1 for useful analogies.
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volunteer bias: A type of selection bias in which the study group
includes people who volunteered for the study instead of being
selected by sotne random process. Volunteers tend to differ in
itnpOrtant wayS frOm the pOpulatian they are SuppOSed tO repre-
sent, and these differences often affect the risk of toxic effects, 74
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